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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL 

WASHINGTON, O.C.   Z03IO 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

DAAG-PAP-A  (M)   (21 Mar  73)  DAMO-ODU 12 April 1973 
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SUBJECT: Senior Officer Debriefing Reports: Senior Advisors, ARVN, 1st, 
3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 25th and 18th Infantry Divisions, Period 
Ending February 1973 (U) 
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Oi 
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SEE DISTRIBUTION 

1. Reference: AR 525-14, Senior Officer Debriefing Report (U), 2 July 1971. 

2. Transmitted herewith are reports of Senior Advisors to ARVN Infantry 
Divisions, for the period ending February 1973. 

a. COL George Millener, Jr., SA, 1st ARVN Infantry Division, DAMO-ODU, 
73B011, Inclosure 1 

b. CO' C. B. McCoid, S.,, 3rd ARVN Infaatry Division, DAMO-ODU, 73B014, 
Inclosure l 

c. COL W. F. Ulmer Jr., SA, 5th ARVN Infantry Division, DAMO-ODU, 
73B006, Inclosure 3 

d. COL William Davis, SA, 7th ARVN Infantry Division, DAMO-ODU, 
73B009, Inclosure 4 

e. COL Theodore C. Williams, Jr., SA, 9th ARVN Infantry Division, DAMO-ODU 
73B010, Inclosure 5 

f. COL Harry A. Yoder, SA, 25th ARVN Infantry Division, DAMO-ODU, 
73B013, Inclosure 6 

g. COL John C. Evans, SA, 18th ARVN Infantry Division, DAMO-ODU, 
73B022, Inclosure 7 

1.    These reports are provided to insure appropriate benefits are realized 
• -om the experiences of the authors. The reports should be reviewed in 
accordance with paragraphs 3 and 5, AR 525-14; however, they should not be 
interpreted as the official view of the Department of the Army, or of any 
ag^'t y f tti-. Department of the Army. 
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4. Information of action initiated under provisions of AR 525-14, as 
a result of subject reports should be provided to the Deputy Chief cf 
Staff for Military Operations, ATTN; DAMO-ODU within 90 days of receipt 
of covering letter. 
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as The Adjutant General 
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Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development 
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Department of the Army 
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D&BRIfcFING REFGRT 

Debrief Report by:    Colonel George A. Killener, Jr. 

Duty Assignments    Senior Advisor, 1st Infantry Division (ARVN) 

Inclusive Dates:    20 Kay 1972 to 29 January 1973. 

1, lUTW.jUCTlUN;   The period of this report includes Division operations 
during the defensive battle to contain the Morth Vietnamese Army (^VA) 
Spring Offensive of 1972, the GVN counter-attack and stabilization of the 
tactical situation and the deployment of the Division at the effective time 
of the cease-fire.   From the period 20 May to approximately 1 October 1972, 
the Division was entirely committed to the defense of Thua Thien Province and 
-sue City.    All efforts and resources were devoted to the destruction of 
enemy forces, the restoration of CT11 controlled territory, control of the 
tactic«: 1 area of responsibility (TAuR) and projection of the populated low- 
land areas of Thua Thicn Province, to include C5L 1.    During the same period, 
the advisory effort was intensified due to the unprecedented, use of US com- 
bat support assets; however, the Advisory establishment continued to phase 
down to austere manning levels,    «s a result, Vietu&mizetion was accelerated 
to perridt ARV1. control of US caabat support essets under Advisor monitorship, 
and in some cases supervision.   During the period of this report US Advisory 
efforts were reduced coranensurctely with the reduction in Team strength. 
Ultimately the Advisory learn was only capable of maintaining an apprecietion 
of the tactical situation and providing required reports to higher head- 
quarters. 

2, OltGAtol&hllCfci   The 1st lafantry Division ia organized a» shown in 
Inclosure 1.   The division consists of four regiments rather than the normal 
„hree with the $lst Regiment being assigned on 1 September 1972.   The regi- 
ments of the division continue to employ four battalion» per regiment with the 
fourth battalion (strike force battalion) consisting of a reduced strength 
headquarters.   The four battalion configuration is used principally to alle- 
viate, tne consmand and control problem generated by the large TAGR. 

3, PaRSUhI*ELt   a.   General.   There is virtually ao advisor effort in the Gl 
area.   During the report period, the Gl position has been filled by two high- 
ly qualified officers, I£C Chuong and I5C The.   Both are excellent staff 
officers and professional administrators«   Additional heivy emphasis on 
personnel management has been applied by tht most recent contending general, 
BG Than.   Personnel losses incurred by the division si*«« March 1972 
severely depleted the ranks of junior officers and HOD leaders«   Since 
October 1972 the CG has personally streeted and supported a comprehensive 
program to retrain and relit the maneuver battalions through a program of 
rotation from active eonbat arena to regimental rear areas wheat a combined 
division and regimental ten» conducted the program.   Strength as of 19 Jan- 
uary 1973 is thorn in Inclosure 2.     j 
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o.   Quality. 

(1) Training.   From the period April - August 1972, the division 
was totally committed to combat operations and sustained significant casualties 
among unit leaaers.   Xne reality of the tactical situation dictated that- 
training would be accomplished in the fox hole*   The division secured the 
initiative on approximately 1 September 1912 which permitted a greater 
opportunity to emphasize unit training programs and specialized training« 
responsible leaders of the division are highly cognizant of the importance of 
training, particularly the training of unit level cadre, and have maintained 
steady pressure at every level to achieve the training goals.   The unusual 
professionalism and competence of the general stafi of the 1st Division should 
also be noted.   In every stafi functional area, particularly the 02, G3, and 
Qk» the primary staff officer con   ributed immeasurably to the success of the 
division through a consistently ou^rior performance of duty«   The planning 
and decision making cycle at division level closely approximates doctrinal 
procedures for equivalent US staf.s and its quality far exceeds that found 
at regimental and lower levels cf the civisian. 

(2) Leadership.   As in aiy divisional siae unit, the quality of 
leadership is distributed over a normal curve.   The quality of leadership from 
the division through regimental and battalion levels is uniformly excellent.   Th« 
quality of leadership at company and lower levels begins to become more erratic} 
although, it ahoula be considered as generally good.   During the period of this 
report there have been two division commanders and one sting division commanaer. 
'fiie acting division commanaer was the ADC, Col D±m who is evaluated in p.xa 
3b(v) below,    from May through August the division was commanded by MS Fbu who 
was relieved for reasons of Hi health oy BG T«an. 

(a)   Comaanding General, m Than.   Gen Than assumed command of 
tie division on approximately 5 October 1972,   L'e is an apparently aigbly 
skilled, intelligent ana extremely profear\onsl -oldier.   it is difficult to 
rate Gen Tnan's ability to direct the tactical operations of the division in 
the same cut text as the previous coamandsru during the reporting period be« 
cause of the grossly different tactical environment.   Gen Taao inherited a very 
stable But in wnich the opposing mmj iorces had been thoroughly defeated 
during Mr! dCU u5.   Wotoäthstaüoing the division's uominsnoe in the TAud, 
operations continued ic the same sxillao and aggressive manner that have charac« 
terized division operations in tae past.   Taking advantage of an ability to 
travel to forward field locations, Gen Than oegan a ^rogvm of daily visits to 
units engaged in ©oabat to personally stress the iapr©ve*w»t of the individual 
soldier.   He is obviously respected and admired by nil subordinates because of 
Ms ability» experience, and soldierly mien*   Although untried in battle, to 
the extant of his predecessors, Gen than displays the qualities of leadership 
which would seem to indicate his potential for success. 

(b)   Assistant Division Commander, Col Diem l* m outstanding 
Af€*   He accomplishes most of the current tactical planning and supervises the 
division scheme for the integration of fire support with maneuver.   Col M 
is aggressive, hat a " no nonsense a view toward« solitary operations m 
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has the respect of subordinates.   For an extensive period of time, Col Diem 
performed as acting division commander in a highly commendable manner. 
Assuming command at a time when the tactical situation permitted more vigorous 
offensive action then since the beginning of the NVA offensive, he launched 
the division on a series of well planned operations that ultimately rendered 
the 324B «VA Division ineffective, restored the battle area, and placed the 
division in an advantageous defensive posture. 

(c) Regimental Leaders.   See para 9. 

(d) Personnel Management.   The morale of the division is good. 
The Commanding General has a keen insight into the psychological basis for 
esprit and «Ian.    He constantly urges responsible leaders to establish incen- 
tives for performance and has developed a system for the recognition of 
achievment, reduction in AVUIL and desertion rates, and resistance for depen- 
dents.   The Gl and AG appear to manage the division's personnel assets with 
professional aplomb.. The division strength is normally maintained at a 
relatively high level without serious shortfall in grade or MOS structure. 

4.    JUTELLIG&UCEi    a#   Government Intelligence Organization. 

(1) Mission.   The organization handling intelligence for the 1st 
Division is the G2, his staff and military intelligence detachment (MID). 
The mission of the G2 is to provide <ccurate and timely estimates on enemy 
intentions, capabilities, and the overall enemy situation within the Division's 
AC and adjacent AGs.   The intelligence estimates exe provided for the comman- 
ding general» 

(2) Functions.   The G2 derives InforsaJtion on the enemy from a 
variety of sources.    Its organic ASl'D, sensors, 7R, Plis, documents, agents, 
radar, and an analysis of a eomblattion of üourccs.   The Information is 
gathered by the subordinate section of the G2 and MID and analysiaed and 
disseminated to the CO and Dlv Staff for input on operations. 

(3) Organia&tion.   The G2 section is org&niaed with four sections! 
Admin, order of battle, terrain, and weather, and a G2 air section. 

(4) Capabilities.   The G2 and his staff are verj effective and 
produce considerable accurate and timely information for the Cff and his 
st*«.ff.   The current G2 was the HID commander for several years and worked un- 
dt r th«-; former G2 who did an exesptiooul ^ob in reorganising and re-vitalisling 
the «T. section into the strongest staff section In the 1st Division.   At the 
present tics the 02 is capable of predicting nest enemy operations in the 
1st Division T«fifU   THe äOT has continually been the primary source of the 
02's sost accurate and timely Information on the enemy.   The 02 and his ataff 
«ire most effective la exploiting enemy document? and VC/WA ff'.'a and Hol Chanhs. 
Without exception w)«n documents and Fll/Hol Chanha appear at the Division 
tO* the Q2 and his staff work until the 36b has been completed and produce a 
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report to the CG and for subordinate commands vdthin the Div.   This hard work 
and timeliness has prid off with considerable success in Div operations. 

b.    Evaluation of Intell efforts. 

(1) Significant limiting factors,   The lack of sufficient mobility 
to implant sensors, perform visual aerial reconnaissance of the AO, conduct 
Air Cav missions and long range reconnaissance patrolling into enemy held 
territory are probably the most significant limiting factors.    The lack of 
technical training and ability also limits the G2 in collecting and properly 
understanding some forms of intelligence gathered.   Although they have a 
technical intelligence section in the MID, the 1st Division G2 receives little 
information from this source.   The G2 also fails to properly exploit captured 
enemy equipment.   The departure of US assets is causing a serious problem to 
the G2.    The receipt of photo coverage of the 1st Division AO is no longer 
timely and soon is expected to be close to non-existent.   The targeting 
capabilities of the combined G2/G3/Arty sections have failed to produce a 
sufficient number of accurate hard targets for TAG -dr, although they have 
had seme success for B-52 and massed arty strikes. 

(2) Coordination between agencys.   The G2 coordinates regularly 
with all intell agencies within the 1st Division, province, district, and 
the city of Hue.   The coordination is effective, although, most of the infor- 
mation Is provided by the GL.   At times, each agency holds onto information 
refusing to give it to other agencies until it is too late for further re- 
action.   This causes some inefficiency and inaccurate accounts between agencies. 

(3) Penetration of Insurgent Forces in Infrastructure.   This mission 
is no longer conductad by the 1st Division. 

(4) Effectiveness of CoBmuni cations.   Co; muni cation security is one 
of the weakest areas within the 1st Division G2.   A reeunt enemy PW stated the 
kVk intercept and understand ARVK intentions, operations, and dispositions 
from ARffN radio eaaaunication«.   Nearly all attempts to improve radio security 
have failed« 

(5) Adequacy to Supply Counterlntellipnee Requirements.   Counter- 
intelligence is conducted by the Military Security Service« (KSS) ?nd is not 
under the G2, therefore the AKTO G2 has little to do with count erintelligence« 

5.   GounterinteiUgence. 

{1}   Mission.   The Military Security Services (MSS) conduct all 
counter intelligence activities for the 1st Division«   Their primary adssico 
is to regulate »weawnt of personnel in/on various bateeamp locations.   This 
is d-jtt« through security check« conducted on civilian and military persona«! 
in cooperation with the national Police« 

(2)   function»   The MSS conduct« lAveatlgktiou on Vietnam««« civi- 
lian« and military personnel and report» to the CG.   Interrogations are aJLao 
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conducted on VC/fciVA pw8 and Hci Chanhs and this information is passed on to 
the G2. The HSS cooperates with many other agencies, comparing information 
and passing on their evaluations to the G2 and the CG. 

(3) Organization.   The HSS is subordinate to the G5 and has teams 
down to regimental level.   The HSS Chief is a ITC slot, however, it is headed 
by a Cpt in the 1st Division, 

(4) Capability.   The MSS is only effective in its primary function 
of granting security clearances to Vietnamese civilians who enter ARVfc in- 
stallations.   However, in this capacity they are basically inefficient and 
corrupt.   They have little capability in denying enemy information from ARVii 
installations and seldom are accurate on pending enemy attacks.   Aside from 
security clearances, they produce a lot of paperwork* 

5.   OPERATIONS*    a.   Goals (Mission).   The mission of the division is to defend 
Thua Thien Province, Hue City, to include the port facilities, and to secure 
£L 1 within the TAOJR.   Concurrently, the division is engaged in a vigorous pro- 
gram of maximum assistance to the Sector forces in the form of PCOL/War pro- 
grams aimed at maintalnging the confidence of the population in the govern- 
ment's ability to protect them. 

b.   General Concept.   During the period May-September 1972, the Division 
derloj-ed its forces along the primary routes of approach to Hu« from the 
A Shau Valley conducting a defense in the jungied mountains as deep to the 
southwest as possible.   These routes were generally the Bo Hive? and Head Tf» 
fA 54? and Goroan's Road with the prfja&ry approach being Rt 547.   During the 
period September 1972-January 1973 the division assumed s monsoon posture by 
occupying fire bases along key terrain from which company-sised elements con- 
dusted offensive clearing operations to deny $VA/VC access to the populated 
lowlands and to uncover ant destroy caches of war materiel.   Operations during 
the monsoon season were largely dictated by the effects of heavy rains, 
Malted viability restricting all forma of air operation», and trafficability 
of the terrain.   During the period November 1972-Janu.4*y 1973, the emphasis 
of division operation» was placed on continuous offensive search operations 
«long «memy infiltration routes to the populated areas prior to the cease fire« 
These operations served to spoil enemy punt to establish operating bases in 

the Piedmont areas adjacent to the lowlands, maintained the momentum of the 
initiative for division forces, and seriously depleted the enemy's capability 
to mount significant operation»* 

c.   Summary of Operation« of Mote.   During the reporting period, the 
division engaged in three major operation» consisting of «M aOK 45/72, UM 
SOU 43/72, and LAKSti 1/73.   U* S» 45/72 was launched on 5 March 1972 In 
reaction to an apparent buildup of enemy force» »fid materiel la the Dong Cu 
Mong (ID 5802) - FSB Veghel (ID 549035) are«.   The attack was launched earlier 
than normal for the *Urt of dry sea»on operation».   Although LaM SOI 45/72 
we« Initiated a» an independent operation it beoamo apparent after the MVA 
offensive of 26 "arch that 1st Division operatic©» had pr«*empt«d a 
diaated offensive •gainst, Hue from enemy fore« 
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In the initial phase of the operation, i.e., prior t*> 28 March 1972, elements 
of two division regiments engaged the 6th IsiVA Regt at Dong Cu Hong.   Assisted 
by massive fire support to include B-52 strikes, heavy casualties were in- 
flicted on the enemy and friendly objectives were attained on 18 March 1972. 
The enemy was forced to prematurely commit major reinforcements from the 324B 
i«VA Division consisting of the 29th and 803rd Regiments,   launching heavy 
attacks to include massive attacks by fire, enemy pressure forced friendly 
forces to withdraw from the battle area.   To cope with the superiority in 
numbers of enemy forces, the 7th Cav Regt and the 54th Regt were committed to 
blocking positions along Rt 547 in the vicinity of FSB Bastogne (ID t25 096). 
Coinciding with the enemy offensive across the DMZ unprecedented enemy action 
was initiated cgainst FSB bastogne.   Taking advantage of monsoon weather for 
movement, the density of enemy AA weapons, 57mm and 75am RR wea ons was greatly 
increased around FSB Bastogne which adversely affected the division's capability 
to resupply and medevac.   By 1 April, division forces exploiting the delaying 
action fon*ra <of FSB Bastogne established a sound defensive line extending 
from FSB King (ID 623 HI) to FSB Bastogne/OP Checkmate to FSB Birmingham 
(ID 704 102).   ?he month of April saw the fiercest fighting of the war and 
became a battle of attrition by firepower with hoavy use of indirect fire, 
tactical air and B-52 strikes.   Due to the inability of the division to con- 
duct aerial resupply or medical evacuation owing to the heavy concentration 
of AA weapons, FSB Bagtogws was abandoned on 2B A^-il.   Friendly forces occu- 
pying the line King to Blrmainghem blocked further enemy advance rod virtually 
destroyed the 29th Regt while it was withdrawing fran the battlefield.   On 15 
May and 25 May FSB Bastogne and OF Checkmate ware recaptured and the threat of 
further enemy advance against Hue from the southwest was greatly reduced. 
Throughout May and June friendly forces continued to defend, but with an 
offensive spirit.   The area of friendly control was expanded «ith successful 
airmobile operations southwest of FSB King and southeast of Bastogne/Cheekmate 
in the Son Ka area (ID 6406)«   With the introduction of long range enemy 
artillery in the 1st Division TAOR which was capable of attacks against Hue 
and key logistical and command and control facilities, it was required to 
establish greater depth to the battlefield.   1st Division fores« launched a 
new attack to destroy remaining forces of the 324B •?* Division on 22 July 
1972.   This attack coincided with a tfknewed attack by the 32AB Division   The 
Bastogne-Son Ma area erupted in the bloodiest battle of the campaign with the 
greatest use of firepower by both sides yet seen in the war*   Ineny foreea in 
control of the high grsaad surrounding Bastogne to iacluds CP Chceksate, 
whose loss presaged the new attacks« «ere able to frustrets friendly attempts 
to maneuver« . On 26 July FSB Bastogne MS« again abandoned} however, friendly 
forces maintained a stable defensive HAS across St $47 only 2 kilometers 
northwest of Bastogne*   Until 4 August, when Bastogne and Checkmate ware re- 
occupied, m tactical air and B-52 strikes combined with massed artillery to 
relentlessly attack enemy positions and destroy Mm*   In retrospest, it le 
now elsar that the period 2§ July %» 4 August provided the climax of the 1st 
Division defense of I» and wee the most critical time sines April.   Massive 
use of B-52 strikes closely integrated with the scheme of ground maneuver as 
an innovative form of «loss air support was a prtiaary reason for the eventual 

of friendly forces la overcoming s tenacious enemy*  **e division seised 
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the initiative on 4 August and conducted highly successful clearig opera- 
tions to the southwest ultimately restoring the TAQR as it existed on 5 
March 1972, the beginning of LAM SOU 45/72.   IJW SON 63/72 marked the 
assumption of a mansocn posture»   Division forces were deployed along a line 
of Key fire bases and, more iiportantly, the lessons of the campaing were 
well learned with the occupation of key terrain features well forward of the 
monsoon line.     With the key terrain dominating the routes of approach occu- 
pied by friandly forces a more judiciaous use of troops was accomplished 
permitting elrimy of force operations throuhgout the TAOR reaching from the 
Song Bo River in the northwest to the Hai Van Pass in the south east. 
During this period continuous search and clear operations were conducted 
re5ul*.ing in the finding of large quantities cf war materiel and the con- 
tinued frustratingof enemy attempt! to establish a significant threat to 
Hue and the populated coastal low lands adjucent to £L 1.   Commencing with 
LAM SOU 1/73 the 1st Division focused its efforts on the protection of the 
population duriug the pre-cease fire period.   Using sector forces under its 
operational control'for the mission of local protection of key points, in- 
habited areas, and the LOC division forces conducted search and destroy 
operations in the «ountainous areas providing a refuge to enemy forces. 
While keeping the enemy off balance and unable to mass sufficient forces 
for significant operttions^a vigorious program of patrolling and ?!abush 
was accomplished in the piedmont area to prevent infiltration for food 
collection, proselyting or contact with the VGJ, Results of operations 
described above are, as folio».-?I 

(1)   LAM SOS 45/72 (5 Mar-19 Sep 72J 

(2) 

Pri JOA 
Fri V€A 

1201 
4991 

% KIA       14,582 
POW                   32 
R&Hiers            2 
Ind fcpna     2,640 
Crew 
Served Vfen»l,1123 

LAK SOB 0/72 (20 Sep - 31 Dee 72) 

FRI KZA 
FRI WXA 

142 
560 

IK KM           1,446 
IW                       5 
RaHiert               1 
lad Sfcns           533 
Crew Served 
Wpns                  135 

d. Twining» During the conduct of LAK SQK 45 a high percentage of 
casualties were inflicted upon unit leaders and individual soldiers* The 
oritioallty of the tacfetÄL situation coupled with the requirement for the 
tctU. eoBaittmeni of maneuver battalion« in a large TAG,, precluded normal 
training eycLts.   The effects of the lots of battle teaeened leaders further 
degraded the quality of training.   Due to these cdreunttancM the proficiency 
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of units and individuals was below the normal standards of the 1st Division 
for a brief period.   During September with the advent of a more favorable 
and stable tactical Environment, regular rotation of battalion sized units 
from combat operations to base areas for formal training and refitting was 
accomplished.   Overall, the quality and quantity of training in the 1st 
Division is adequate with one often neglected exception, officer traicing. 
The area of formal training for officers particularly junior staff officers, 
except for on-the-job training, is notably deficient.   The rapid expansion 
oi  ...e AKW* officer corps and limited opportunity for advanced and senior 
officer schooling has also contributed greatly to the problem.   The effects 
of the problem most seriously impact on the functioning of staffs at 
battalion and higher levels.   As the complexity of staff procedures increases 
the deficiency becomes more acute until at division level it serves as a 
crippling factor in the command and control system.   The 1st Infantry Division 
Training Center located at Camp Nguyen Hue conducts individual and specialized 
training for the division and has successfully met the requirements of the 
division. 

6.   LQGISTICSI    a.    Supply.   The supply system of the 1st Division is effective. 
LTC Nhon, G4 of the Division, meets weekly with the logistics personnel of the 
regiments and 1st log Bn to insure supply problems are solved adequately and 
that requests and issues are promptly handled.    However, more emphasis has to 
be placed on the necessity for current follow-up on requisitions and reconcili- 
ations of outstanding due outs.   This is particularly important at company 
thru battalion, regiment to division levels.   Regimental 54s are being encouraged 
to work closely with 1st Log Bn Supply Company.     ersonnel who work in the GU 
section and support units appear to be adequately^rained to perform their 
mission after attending the logistics training schools.   Through participation 
in numerous operations, especially LAM SOto 45 and LAM SOfo 63» their skills have 
been perfected.   Supply shortages exist because of usage and losses sustained 
during LAM SOU 45.   Lensatic compasses, leimet liners, 81 and 4*2 mm mortar 
rounds and tubes for 105mm howitzers are considered by the Division as critical 
items.   Advisors have been checking all available channels to determine the 
availability of 105mm tubes.    However, no answer has been received»   As a general 
rule, major end items are quickly received while other items of supply and 
repair parts may take considerable time« 

b.   Transportation.   The Division has adequate 2| ton trucks to accomplish 
its mission.   Approximately 2/3 of the trucks deadlined occurs within artillery 
battalions, the logistics battalion and the transportation company«   These units 
ere continually engaged in transporting ammunition and supplies to field loca- 
tions« 

c.   Maintenance.   Major Mgsi, the maintenance company commander, has superb 
facilities and operates an. excellent maintenance program.   His personnel are 
well trained and experienced.   This company re-pa*ra artillery pieces, small 
arms, radios, wheeled vehicles, and tracks.   Repair parts accountability and 
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and storage are excellent.   However, the resupply of repair parts is slow 
causing, considerable deadline of vehicles and artillery pieces.   Requisitions 
have been checked by the advisor and found to be current and up-to-date.   If 
the shortage of engines, transmissions, clutches could be solved, this company 
would be able to give the Division excellent maintenance support.   The 
Transportation company also has experienced people, good equipment and 
facilities.   This company receivts many of its repair parts from the mainte- 
nance company.   If the repair parts would arrive quickly a better maintenance 
activity could be maintained.   The rebuild program continues to improve.   The 
supply company is evacuating rebuild items in a timely manner while the rebuild 
depot has improved their maintenance and return of the finished item to the 
user. 

7. (Ä'ÄICäTIOüS.    Day to day signal operations are well run with few 
problem areas.   The planning and coordination by the divisional signal 
staff and execution by the signal battalion provides adequate communications 
support during operations.   The division relys heavily on the use of tele- 
phone communications with all of the attendant problems particularly in the 
area of communications security.   Generally communications security is deplora- 
ble particularly over command and operations nets whtre it should be most 
stringent.    " Circe " type codes are distributed;, but not used to any great 
extent.   It has been noted that commanders unfailingly complain of shortages 
in the rate cf sup;ly for batteries to power the A6i/KRC-25 radio. 

8. CCMBAT SUPPORT*   a.   Artillery.   The 1st Division artillery is extremely 
effective and responsive to the fire support needs of the maneuver commanders. 
The division artillery has achieved two significant accomplishments even rarely 
found in com' arable US organizations.   As a result of KACv emphasis on the 
implementation of current doctrine for fire support coordination and improved 
accuracy of fires the division vigorously implemented the concept of a single 
manager system for fire support coordination by establishing fire support 
coordination centers under the supervision of the senior artillery man at each 
appropriate level.   These FSCC effectively coordinated aU fire support to 
include tactical air and naval gunfire*   Great strides were made in the 
continuing effort to improve accuracy of fires«   The dormant meterological 
section was revitalised and provides two artillery met messages daily.   A 
survey plan for the TAt& which included four schemes for the establishment 
of survey control was implemented and is close to completion«   A target area 
survey to provide additional registration points Is also underway.   A program 
of daily registrations is emphasised«   AU of these programs, combined with 
careful gunnery techniques, have serve* to improve the accuracy of fires as 
well as providing 4tw improved responsiveness through first round accuracy 
and conservation of ammunition through greater effectiveness; 

b«   Tactics! Air»   During tits period lay through August the division 
mad« heavy use of tactical close sir support as «ell as B-52 strikes»   The 
use of OS provided sir support was * key feftter la the success of the 
«n*« «M. UK S* «5.   MM^f* «. Wrt-» Of ». «R. 
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resulted in inadequate maneuver by ground forces and an over-reliance on 
the effects of air fire power. Too often the immediate application of 
organic indirect and direct fire weapons was needless^Jty delayed while 
waiting for tactical air to arrive in the target area. Conversely, the 
lack of an-adequate airspace coordination system offen needlessly preclu- 
ded the simultaneous application of various forms of firepower on targets 
of high value. US advisors were most gainfully employed in the area of 
assisting the ARVN to properly use tactical close air support. If any 
expertise has been passed it is primarily in creating an awareness of 
fire support/ air space coordination. 

c. Aviation. US Army aviation support to the 1st ARVN Division has 
been outstanding. The selfless dedication and spirit of Army aviation 
and crewman marks a fitting end to the history of US Army Aviation in 
Vietnam. In an attempt to "Vietnamize" VNAF, division advisors grad- 
ually restricted the use of US assets in favor of VNAF utilization. 
Because of the extreme confidence of ARVN in the capabilities of US 
aviation versus VNAF it was often a difficult taskj however, the non- 
availabilty of US avation assets ultimately forced the conversion of 
ARVN particularly in the area of aerial re supply and medical evacuation. 
Unfortunately, the overall performance of VNAF helicopters in support of the 
lut Division tends to be generally inadequate for a variety of reasons. At 
^mes VÄAF helicopter support was superb, but an underlying current of un- 
cocparativenesss and a lack of sense of urgency undermines the close partner- 
ship that is necessary between the ground commander and his aviation support. 
This poor relationship caused by the separation of the airman from the command 
authority of a ground commander may prove to be an insurmountable problem. 
The poor support from VNAF helicopters is compounded by their lack of availa- 
bility due to excessive down time. 

d, Engineer, Engineer support for 1st Division combat elements is 
adequat-3« The combat engineers of the division are employed in an amazing 
variety of tasks ranging from road building to the construction of staff 
offices, and regardless of the scope of the project, appear to do a highly 
professional job* 

9, CCMBAT UNITS* See inclosures 3-6 for a discussion of regimental units 
and capabilities. The 1st Infantry Division is an exceedingly capable organi- 
zation. It is capable of performing any mission it may be assigned within 
the bounds of normal doctrine for divisions of its type. The present division 
commander and his key leaders and staff officers compose a body of men who 
are cognizant of the capabilities and limitations of the men and machines 
available to the Division for the conduct ctf combat operations. 

IC. Gt&häkV AND CQcira&t a. How implemented. Command and control in the 1st 
Division is relatively unsophisticated. It is implemented almost exclusively 
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through command channels with little staff influence.   Once a decision has 
been reached by the CG, delegation of authority to regimental commanders for 
execution is nearly total.   Many factors combine into what amounts to a basi- 
cally inefficient, and, at timas, counterproductive command and control sys- 
tem.    Staff officers are relatively untrained and will not act independently. 
At division level, the TOO will not react to a given situation unless requested 
by a commander.   This unsatisfactory condition may be attributed to a relative 
lack of experience in the conduct of coordinated division operations.    Staff 
planning, control and monitorship of coordinated multi-regimental operations 
has improvedj however, it is a vital area which is ripe for additional 
development. 

b. Information Systems (To include battlefieli reporting).    Information 
systans parallel the command and control system.   Battlefield successes are 
normally reported personally by commanders who may or may not provide the 
information through operations channels.    In the cases of battlefield failures, 
reports are often deliberately subdued as well as delayed.    Ccmbct reporting 
is generally poor in terms of accuracy and timeliness.   It is difficult to 
imagine why senior commanders do not realize the disservice accorded their 
units through distorted and untimely reporting precluding effective decision 
making and the responsive provision of needed combat support by higher head- 
quarters,    -et, the condition prevails, and seems to flourish as a game of 
wits. 

c. Effectiveness,    1st Division command and control has been effective 
as evidenced by the successful planning and conduct of LAM SCui« 45 and 63. 
However, it is an extremely superficial system and varies erratisally as the 
personalities vary.   Without the continuity provided by a functioning staff 
enpowered with a certain freedom of action to implement the policies and deci- 
sions of the commander, it is a dangerously weak area, and may be considered 
as the most sorLouu deficiency in the division at this time. 

10.   ADVISORY EFFORT:   a. 
indicated in inclosure *Jf, 

Organization.   The advisory team is organized as 

b. Personnel.   Until the reduction in personnel reached the austere 
levels of the most current TD (1 Dec 72), the team was able to function and 
3rform its mission of providing combat assistance to the major elements of 

the division.   Reduction of team strength to the current manning level seri- 
ously degraded ' *ie viability of the advisory effort.   *t soon became apparent 
that the team's   'sility vo function as anything more than an information 
collecting ager      «s doubtful.   Concurrent with adviser strength reductions» 
the diminishing -»^liability of US ecmbat sup; art assets further served to un- 
dermine the advisory effort of its most meaningful function, combat assis- 
tance. 

c. Support.   Support for the Advisory team was adequate. 

11.   0VL5AU. £?ALUATlCUt   The 1st Infantry Division must be evaluated as an 
12 
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outstanding organization!   In many areas the quality of operations meets or 
exceeds that obtained by comparable US uni+s.   This is particularly noteworthy 
in consideration of the relatively limited assets available to implement 
cempar*ble doctrine for division operations.   The most significant problems 
are as follows! 

a. Command and Control.   The system of command and control is too highly 
personalized*   As a result of the system, staffs from battalion through 
division are reticent, inactive, and generally a large reservoir of talent 
remains stifled and virtually unused» 

b. Battlefield Reporting.   Reporting is inaccurate and untimely.   These 
deficiencies result in incomplete or inaccurate views of the tactical situation 
at various levels rendering the decision-making process cumbersome.    Additionally, 
the responsive provision of needed cemfcat support assets is unnecessarily de- 
layed due to the ignorance of various staffs of the situation. 

c. Officer Training.   The command and control system stifles staff 
officer initiative and relegates their function to that of an automau, ie., 
a processor of requests and a collector of information.   It is believed 
that a lack of formal training in the principles of staff and command among 
all ranks of the officer corps is the primary reason fa* the generally 
inefficient system. 
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OFF NCO 21 TOTAL 

AUTH STR 1105 3fc38 12,586 17,129 

ASSGD sm 1020 3353 11,381* 35,757 

WD STR 956 3170 10,715 ia,am 

JFFO STR 876 
(80$) 

271*3 
(80$) 

10,133 
(80$) 

13,752 
(80$) 
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1st Regiment, 1st Infantry Division 
(ARVN) 

1. INTRODUCTION«    As the SA for the 1st Regiment since 24 May 1972, I 
have observed and participated in this Regiment's outstanding operations 
which virtually reduced the NVA's 6th and 29th Regiments to combat in- 
effective status for extended periods of time.    The leadership displayed 
by commanders down through the squad leaders has been most gratifying. 
Eviaent by this leadership has been the Regiment's ability to completely 
win over the enemy in rapid successive operations regaining all territory 
lost to the NVA in their Spring Offensive from east of FSB Birmingham 
astride Highway 547 down to and including the area southwest of FSB 
Veguel. 

2. ORGANIZATION«   The 1st Regiment has 4 organic infantry maneuver 
battalions, a reconnaissance company, and a headquarters and headquarters 
company, with a D/S Arty (105) battalion reinforced with a 155 Army 
battery.   An attached armored cavalry squadron and an engineer company 
are also present.   The Regiment, with its supporting organization, is 
situated along Highway 547 from FSB Boyd to FSB Veguel.   The Regiment 
since May 1972 has had up to 7 maneuver (inf) battalions, a D/S Arty 
battalion (reinforced), a cavalry regiment, a tank company (M48), the 
1st Division reconnaissance company, and the division Hoc Bao company 
under its operational control. 

3. PEKSCNNU,«    a.    The quality of personnel has generally been above 
the 90$ level.    However, excessive losses experienced in June-July caused 
the quality to diminish as a great deal of these losses were experienced 
NGOs and officers.    As of 28 December 1972, a breakout of authorized, 
assigned and % of fill for officers, NGOs, and EM is shown as follows« 

OFF N00 EM TOTAL 
AUTH 142 503 2193 2336 

ASSGN 143 522 2033 2688 

% 100 + 100 + 93 95 

b.   The quality deteriorated when the Regiment initiated intensiv« 
offensive action.   This problem area was somewhat overcome by hospital 
returnees and the return of experienced personnel from jobs in the rear 
back to fill positions.   Additionally, the quality improved through an 
intensive training program as battalions stood down at the fire bases for 
refit and rest.   Th« rtrplseements from the training center as a whole were 
prowd to be fine soldiers uftder fire.   Their major drawback was in their 
knowledge of jungle warfare which was precisely what they were thrown into 
right out of the training center.   Again, the training program executed 
by this regiment concentrated on the principle of jungle warfare and 
brought the replacements up to an acceptable level in minimum time.   As a 
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satter of necessity, the basics were actually trained while at their 
fighting positions with a more detailed instructional phase conducted 
during standdown. 

c. Personnel Managementt   No problems were observed in this area 
idth the over all exception of the usual leek of skilled personnel in 
the technical fields« 

d. Leadership:   Leadership in the Regiment is overall the best of 
what I have observed»   The regimental commander is beyond a doubt one of 
-ehe best commanders in the ARVN.   The battalion commanders range from 
one who is outstanding to the weakest who I consider to be an excellent 
commander lacking in his ability to rapidly exploit a favorable situation. 

4.   OPERATIONS:   a.   Mission: 

(1) LAM SON 45:   as translated by my interpreter - n control 
and patrol the high points occupied in the new AO."    " Provide security 
for Nam Hoa."    " Initiate operations south and southwest from FSB Bir- 
mingham astride Highway 54? to retake the terrain lost to the NVA and 
neutralize his artillery and rockets in order to prevent him from firing 
upon Hue and surrounding areas."   " To stop his advances into Hue from 
the south west astride Highway 547." 

(2) LAM SON 65:   As interpreted - " Maintain terrain reoccupied 
during LaH SON 45,"    « Continue limited offensive actions forward of the 
FEBA to kill the enemy and destroy his logistical bases."   " Prevent the 
NVA from advancing toward Hue and firing arty and/or rockets into the 
city and surrounding areas." 

b»    General Concept: 

(1) LAM SON 45:   The 1st Regiment initially employed 4 battalions 
in the attack with a reconnaissance company and/or any other attached 
fighting element providing security for FSB Boyd and FSB Birmingham. 
Supported by a heavy concentration of air and artillery» the maneuver battalions 
assaulted one by one the key terrain features which dominated Highway 547 
all the way to ton Cu Kong on the western flank and FSB Veguel on the 
ear-era flank«   After the successful assault on the Son Ma Mountains» the 
occupying forces came under intense and prolonged harrassing mortar and arty 
fire.   Sustaining an extensive uimber of casualties, tfc   concept changed 
from a conventional type of warfare to a variation called the " Spider Web." 
Basically this variation changed the conventional attack and defense maneuver 
into a break up of tactical units down to platoon levels into snail 7-10 
men fighting cells.   A detailed explanation of the » Spider Web " was sub- 
mitted to the SA previously« 

(2) LAM SON 63*   The concept was basically the same as that con- 
ducted during the operation of LAM SON 45.   The emphasis was on holding 
watt we had retaken and establishing a streut defensive line anchored on 
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Hill 542 in anticipation of the impending rainy season which was soon te 
comence.   Between 2 and 3 maneuver battalions were employed on the criti- 
cal terrain features with the mission of conducting offensive actions to 
the south and southwest in order to keep the NVA off balance and destroy 
his logistical bases.   The other 1 or 2 battalions would provide security 
for the fire bases and conduct training from 10-14 days.   Added emphasis 
was placed on " working with the populäre " during this phase.   The 
reconnaissance company was dispatched to Nam Hoa district to work with the 
RF/FF forces and rear elements of the battalion were assigned specific 
hamlets in our area of responsibility to work with at nights.   In both 
cases, this has been highly successful.   Civic action activities were 
increased as well.   In both LAM SONs, the cavalry support concept was to 
keep Highway 547 open and neutralize any NVA armor thrust within the AC 
The cavalry provided canvoy support and security and fire base security 
a* well.   The engineers cleared the roads of mines» improved Highway 547, 
constructed roads for resupply through inaccessible terrain, and improved 
existing fire bases and constructed new ones throughout the operations. 

c. The 1st Regiment was responsible for the operations to secure 
the following key terrain: 

Song Na Mountain Complex 
Checkmate 
Bastogne 
Nui May Mha 
Hill 542 
FSB Binh Dinh 
Dong Cu Hong 
FSB Veguel 

The first 4 objectives were taken with a strong aggressive determination 
on the part of the Regiment's 3rd and 4th battalions.   Fierce and tenacious 
resistance by the NVA was encountered.   However, with the support of wall 
to wall B-52 strikes, the good overcame the evil.   The remainder of the 
objectives were taken by an overcautious series of operations with relative 
•as«.   The enemy had simply fled the area leaving an excessive amount of 
equipment on the battlefield subsequently captured by the 1st Regiment. 

d. Plans:   The Regiment has demonstrated its ability to plan out 
tactical operations to the finest detail.   There is no major shortcoming 
in this area. 

5.   TRABtBt&i   a.   General.   The training program is superb» well organised, 
and professionally executed.   The program is designed to improve the soldier*» 
ability to fight as a prof«saional in Jungle warfare.   Mission permitting, 
each battalion stand» down on the average of 7 day» each month.   During this 
standdown, training is conducted each day according to a prescribed schedule. 

b.   Specialised:   The Regiment ha» a staff training team which employ» 
the * bands on * technique of providing training in administrativ« and logis- 
tic» down to the company level«   Crew drill for the TW» lüene RR are 
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periodically conducted on the fire bases.   During LAM SON 45, the 82mm 
and 4.2 mm mortars were consolidated at regimental level where crews from 
each battalion were refreshed on their employment.   All weapons were fired 
together and crews were trained during critical canbat conditions.   As the 
units became more dispersed, the 81mm mortars reverted back to battalion 
control.   The 4.2 mm remained with the cavalry.   Other specialized training, 
e.g., drivers, mechanics, is conducted at higher* 

6. L0GISTICS1   tu   Supply»   The source of major items of supply and the 
supply system in general is functional»   The breakdown is the shortage of 
repair parts and items such as BA 4386 (batteries for FRC 25/7?)» ponchos, 
helmets, and liners, and compasses to name a few.   This is no unique pro- 
blem only to this Regiment.   It is and has been prevelent throughout« 
Providing bullets and btiuis to the fighting forces has been outstanding 
in this Regiment.   Thore has been some instances of delayed resupply but 
this was due to the weather or the inability to deliver the resupply by 
VKAF.   In each case, the resupply was man packed from the nearest delivery 
point by the battalions to the squads in the field* 

b. Transportation.   With the exception of VIAP helicopter support, 
only minor problems have existed in this area. 

c. Maintenance.   A shortage of spare parts for the vehicles has 
been the major obstacle in this area.   Until the ARvH quit relying on 
their spare parts coming from the Black Market and clamp down on the loss 
of the spare parts to the black market, the situation will not improve. 

7. CCWHUKlCAllOliS*   Major discrepancy is their complete disregard for 
communications security.    Shortage of batteries require, use of batteries 
in the radio P?C ?5 for over 7 days. 

8. CCKBAI SUPPORT*   ».   Arty.   ReepcisivenesH of arty is generally slow. 
More emphasis should be placed down at the firing battery level.   Abandon» 
ment of serviceable aasao has been a major problems however, strong pressure 
has been exerted in this area causing the improvement in ammo recovery. 

b«   TAC Air,   Main problem is the lack of qualified personnel at 
company level to communicate with the US PAß, 

c. Aviation,   fighter control of VMAP support is required before any 
appreciable improvement in the support needed is noted« 

d, Engineer.   JteceptlomiUy good«   The engineer support hat Included 
road improvement, road fconatruetion, warn clearing, demolition», and bate 
defense construction* 

9. OOMBAT MUTS,   *,   Capability,   Sich battalia» is capable of conducting 
sustained combat for indefinite period« of time at long a« resupply is made 
each 4-6 deya.   Daring interns« riiny weather, elements operating in inundated 
areas should be rotated within 5*7 days in order to sustain norale and health* 
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b. Evaluation:   1st Regiment overall, outstanding, 

lat Bn - Excellent 

2nd Bn - Excellent 

3rd Bn - Outstanding 

4th Bn - Outstanding 

c. Adequacy.    During war, each regiment should have 4 battalions TO&E. 
The number of personnel and types of weapons are adequate.   Weapons should 
remain light and simple.   Sophisticated weapons such as the TOW will become 
unserviceable over a period of time without US advisor's prodding them to 
get their batteries charged, etc« 

d. Requirements.   None recommended at this level.   The breakout of 
weapons TO&E to this regiment are ideal for this envirounent« 

10. CaSlAfciD & (XÄRDLt   a.   Basically the gcnroand and Control is conducted 
on a daily basis by radio.   Being fully aware of the OTAts capability to 
monitor the non-secure transmissions, minimum essential traffic is transmitted. 
Periodic visits to the field by the Regimental 00, Deputy, or messenger 
relays detailed instructions to the battalion 00s. 

b.   A tactical operation center operates 24 hours daily to receive re- 
ports from the field as well as to dispatch instructions to units in the 
field.   The TCC maintains constant radio and telephone contact with the 
1st Division TOG,   The AK AC Code is the basic instrument used to receive 
and transmit sensitive reports.   It should be aentioned that reporting between 
0300 hrs sad 0?OG hrs is very poor to nonexistent.   This has been brought 
to the attention of all concerned but the situation has not improved. 

c» Effectiveness of this system is adequate but not outstanding. The 
system is definitely compromised by the OTA, The AKW» is aware of this but 
through the years not such progress has been nade» 

11. ADVlSütö WFÜRT*   a.   The organisation and personnel Is made up of 1 
Senior Advisor. 

b«   Support from AK8U and Team # 3 ha» been outstanding, 

12»   0VSUI& BTALUATXGiit   This regiment has demonstrated its ibiiit? to eon- 
duet operations in an outstanding manner «hen compared to other *RV» regimen- 
tal level organisations.   Major problems do exist at the junior of fleer and 
MCO lev «la.   This can be attributed to the losses sustained sine« April 1972* 
the problems are not necessarily from the lack of good training.   Spare parts 
and lack of enough Items such as batteries for WJ 25 radios continue to be 
- Mjor concern.   Mine out of 15 2k Ton trucks art do« due to lack of spars 
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parts.   Ccnmunication security will continue tr be a problem because the 
typical ARVÜ soldier does not seem aware of the problem*   The lose of US 
Advisors will nov. materially degrade their effectiveness.   An area which the 
advisors will be missed in is the US air area.   Both Air Cavalry and US TAC 
air will need US Advisor assistance if they remain in the war area» 

13.   SUMMARYi   The 1st Regiment has been the vanguard for the let Infantry 
Division's offensive action against the MVA since May 1972.   It has proven 
on numerous occasions that it is capable of accomplishing any mission 
assigned.   Its " can do " attitude has been an inspiration to other organi- 
zations in the Division*   Given the logistical support necessary, this regi- 
ment wiH continue to display the traits of an outstanding fighting organi- 
zation for which it is noted today« 
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3rd Regiment] 1st Infantry Division 
(ARVN) 

1. INTRODUCTION* This report covers the period shown above or the 
3rd Regt, 1st ARVN Div. Organization, capabilities and limitation 
during said repoting period. 

2. ORGANIZATION: The 3rd Regt Is orgainized as shown belows RSCON 
00. Detached to from Hoc Bou Co. Uth Bn (Provisional Bn formed from 
enternal Issely. No complete HQ Staff» 

b. The primary operational area has been the Northern portion 
of the Divisional sector borderd by the Song Bo River. The Regimental 
CP is located at FSB T-Bone (Y) 653203 Primary Bn CP location at 
Semi-permantel aoupost are King (ID i23llk)  lion (YD 600189) Nui 
Mu Tha (YD 6OIIO3) and Hill 362 (YD 596121). The Regimental rear is 
located at F3B Sally (YD 637273). 

c. The Artillery Support of this regiment is provided by the 
liith Arty Bn (105) and one Blry ICth Arty 155- Primary Arty loca- 
tions during this reporting period were as follows! 

(a) HQ Brty's one firing biy 105 at T-Bone. 
(«) One firing btry (105) at Lion. 
(vs) One firing Btry (105) at Sally. 
<d) The 155 Btry primary location was at T-Bons, How- 

ever , on certain occations the Brty or projections 
of the 155 brty logs moved to lion to support tactical 
ecmhat operations 

3. PERSONNEL! a. strength. The following is an average man 
strength of this Regiment 7 must be realized that strength vary 
from day to day forvarious reasons. 

Assmtm 
OFF

1 ÜK 
ADTRTH 

OFF   EH 

IIHG 30    203 
Bacon Co. 9    102 
1st Bn. 29   636 
2nd Bn. 29   636 
3rd Bn. 29   636 
Uth Bn. is     m 

27 
3 

30 
35 
29 
22 

191 
96 

SUi 
hSk 
51U 
1*61 

TOTAL 

b.   (fetality.   The quality and training of the personnel of this 
Rttgement seem adequate.   Staff procedures as known by 

MFKMW. ä7 
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the US Army are not followed however, the capability of the commander 
and staff seemed adequate in the accomplishment and the regiments 
mission as well as the complishment and the 1st ARVN Division 
mission. 

c. The Leadership and the Officers of the Regiment seems ad- 
equate. Listed below are the Key Commanders. 

(1) Regt CO: Col Nguyen Bui Quang (39 years old) 
a. Dalat Academy graduate, class 10 
b. Aauumed command April 1^71 
c. Native of Hue City 
d. Past Experience, Bn CO, District Chief, Regt S-3, 

Regt 10. 
(2) Regt XOJ LTC Nguyen Phu Tho 

a. Dalat Academy graduate, class 16 
b. Native of North Vietnam, Family now resides in 

Saigon. 
c. Buddist 
d. Post experience Co CO, Bn X0, Bn CO. 

(3) 1st Bn CO» Maj Pham Thanh Tri 
a. Dalat Academy graduate, Class 20 
b. Assumed Command 8 Hay 72 
c. Native of Hue 
d. Buddist 
e. Past experience, Co .'CO, Bn XO 

(k)  2nd Bn COs Maj Phan Jan Thoai 
a. Dalat Academy graduate, class 16 
b. Attached US CGSC 
c. Assumed Command Aug 72 
d. Native of Siagon 
e. Buddist 
f. Past experince Co CO, Bn S-3, Bn XO 

iS)  3rH Bn: Maj Le Van Can 
a» Tu Due officer School Glass 16 
b. Assumed Command 8 Sep 71 
c. Native of Siagon 
d. Buddist 
e. Past axperenc© Co CO, Bn XO 

(6) Uth Bn CO* Cpt Nguyen My 
a. Tu Duo Officer School 
b. Assumed Command Oot 72 
o. Native of Dalat 
d. Buddist 
e. Prior Experience Plat ldr, Co XO 
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c. Personnel Management. The personnel management of the 
battaion is concerend exellent. The Regt Commander has always in 
fche past expessed great care and concern in the assignment of per- 
sonnel throughout the regiment. 

k>   OPERATIONS: a. The operations of the regiment during the 
reporting period was to block enemy infultration toward Hue city. 
Daily small unit patrolles were conducted to search and clear the 
regiments assigned AO. 

b. The present regimental AO, see over lay. 
c. There were no significant contacts during this reporting 

period. Contacts made were primarily squad or smaller size actions. 

5,. TRAINING: The training of the individual whier tactically 
and considered adequate. During the stand-down period of each 
battaion the regimental commander instituted a retraining pugram in 
individual, small unit, all weapons training. 

6. LOGISTICS: a. The logistical program throughout the heshalim 
is considered Generally good in the are of supply and transportation. 
However they are a few shortfalls in the area of maintenance, and 
supply economy. 

b. Maintenance of weapons was considered good by 2 or 3 
echilon personnel but poor by the individual soldier. 

c. Maintenance of Ammunition was Considered poor. How- 
ever, some emprovement has been rsade. 

7. CGMOJNICATIONS» The Comnunications capability of the regiment 
is considered excellent. 

8. COMBAT SirPORT« a. Artillery. The Artillery support provided 
this regiment is tamsidered excellent. Mantance of Artillery units 
in Direct Suppofc of the Regiment were excellent, However, expendature 
of Ammunition at time a was considered wastful based in the type used 
and situation. 

b. Other combat suppot activities were considered excellent 
with the exception of Helicopter suppofet, which i feel was unsatis- 
factory and in some cases hindered the regiments ability to accomplish 
its assigned mission. 

9. COMBAT UNITS. The combat elements of the regiment axe considered 
excellent. If forced to rate their effectiveness I would rat© them 
as followes: 

2 3rd Ba 
3 Uth an (Prov) 
!i 1st Btt 

Al 
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10. During my tenure here I saw no problems in command and control. 

11. ADVISORY EFFORTS 

a. Organization - one • OK 

b. Personnel  - one OK 

o. Support    - Adequate 

12. OVJRALL EVALUATION: I consider the 3rd Regiment one of the best 
Regiments in the 1st ARVN Division. The most significat problem 
noted was in due are of maintence, which i feel the regiment has 
made significate progress. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: Druing the p st six months the 51*th Regiment has 
participated in operations Lam Son U5/72, Lam Son .63/72, and is 
currently conducting Lam Son 1/73• On 20 July 1972 the Regimental 
GP moved to FSB Birmingham to control two of its manoeuvre battalions 
"located astride the Ski  approach route to Hue. The Regiment^ limited by 
manoeuvre room and lack of maeouvre battalions, met heavy risistance 
from advancing elements of the NVA 32U E Division but managed to hold 
positions in the vicinity of FSB Bostogne. After suffering heavy 
casialties in the forward elements, the Regimental CP and ona battalion 
were ordered to move to Camp Eagle (Nguyen Hue) on 6 August 72 for re- 
nting and rest. On 18 August 72 the Regimatal CP moved to FSB ARsonal 
with two battalions opprating west and south-west, one battalion OPCOH 
1st Regt., and one battalion located at Camp Eagle for base defence. 
During this period enemy pressure abatel and the effectivness of Regi- 
mental "porations grutly increased. On 19 September 1972 operation 
lam Son h$/12  tirminated and Lam Son 63/72 was initiated. The Regement 
regained its 4th Battalion and conducted successful operations in the 
vicinity of Chuc-Kao mcuitain and Garman's Road Extension. On ii Nov 72 
the Regimental was moved to FSB Anzio (La-Son) in responce to enemy 
pressure in the Phu-Loc area. The successful mechanical ambush tech- 
niques along Highway 1 and operations west and South-west of Anzio 
increased the confidence of the Regmental commander and His sabordiantes 
Commanders and thus greatly increased effectiveness throughout the 
entire scope of Regimental Operations. On 1 Jan 73 the Regiment assumed 
responsibility for the 5lst Regiments AO and on this date is continuing 
operations from Loc Bon village along the length of Highway 1 to vicinity 
of Lang Co with all four of its organic battalions. 

2. ORGANIZATION: By TOE the Regiment is comprised of a Headquarters; 
three infantry maneouvre battalions and organic support units however, 
the regiment continues to retain a fourth battalion that TOti wise was 
deactivated 31 March 1972. The Regiment refurs to thes battalion as a 
cobat force hence a XK designator is used instead of refuring to a 
fourth battalion. 

3. PERSONNEL: a. Strength. The authorised stregth of the regiment 
is 2,822. As of this report the strength is 2,U57 with the 3 line 
battalions averaging approximately $$Q and the force battalion app- 
roximately U$0. The regiments strive to fill 500 man in each 3ine 
battlion and \&$ in the foe© battalion. 

b. Quality, (l) Training. As a result of heavy casualties 
during the first six months of the year, the regiment lost many of 
its conbnt wise leaders. Training was, in effort, conducted in the 
fox hole during the period July-August, however £bp regiment began in 
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September to conduct formal training as it rotated one battalion to 
the rear for a ten day period approximately every thirty days. A 
committee of seven officers was formed to assist this battalion in 
formal training. As of this report there are 53 personnel in a 
spcial training & school for NCO's. An additional 22 personnel are 
attending an enginer (demolition-type) training course, 5 NCO's are 
being trained in security operations, and 2 in the operation of the 
TOtf system. (2) Leadership. Initially, leadership within the Regi- 
ment was practically nonexistant as a result of many factors. This 
incluided extreme presure brought about by heavy combat losses and 
disention within the Regimental command group and between the Regi- 
mental commander and some of his subourdinate commanders. LTC Nguyen 
Thanh Hanh, the Regimental Commander, was ineffective as a result of 
this multitudes of problems. However, with enemy preaure gratly 
reduced beginning in September and personnel changes within the command 
group as well as battalions> a more confident if not able leader 
began to emerge. As of this report LTC Hanh is firmly in command 
and although I'm certain there are moe able commanders, he has 
demonstrated that he has the capability to be an effective if not 
slightly above avarage commander. The Regemental XO LTC Dai 
(former 3rd Bn Commander) is a strong leader and exhibits a fierce 
aggressive spirit. His assignment as XO has been a major factor 
in the improvement of Regimental Opperations. The first battalion 
is commanded by Major Hung, a quiet and stable leader, with a great 
deal of combat experience at platoon and company level. Although 
not as aggressive as other commanders, he should improve with ex- 
perenca. Major Xuan Commands the 2nd battalion. He is the only 
commander to have been retired throughout this reporting period. 
Twice wounded during the period, he exhibits more experience and 
professionalism than the othercommanders but is not as aggresive. 
However, the 2nd Battalion Is second in the Division for the year 
as far as enemy KIA and weapons captured. The third battalion is 
command by major Chin (former 1st Ba XO). He is young and very 
aggressive but lacks ©xpirence. This battalion should improve as 
experience is gained. Captin Quang commands the XK or force battalion 
and Is the most aggressive and competant field commander. His 
battalion alive!sn for combat operations but tends to be undisciplined 
in a garrison situation. Overall tills battalion rates as the strong- 
est within the Raglieent for this reporting period. Leadership and 
demonstrated performance on the part of all commanders has gristly 
improved during the later half of this reporting period. The Regi- 
mental Commander demonstrates a marked concern for the welfare of 
his troops and a fearce drive to Improve the Regiment so as to in- 
sure the freedom of his country* 

c. Personnel Management. The regiment has sound personnel 
management procedures and hae been able to implement a more liberal 
leave policy now that enemy pessure has been reduced. The desurtion 
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rate was fairly high early in the period during heavy combat but 
through policies and procedures initeated by the Regimental GO has 
been reduced to the lowest in the division for the past fue months. 
The Regiment has the highest reenlistment rate in the Division. 
From an early situation of low morale ana spirit, the Regiment has 
rebuilt and currently demonstrates high quallites in -Wiese areas. 

U. OPERATIONS: a. Goals (.iissions) 1. 20 July-6 August. The Regi- 
ments mission was to block the enemy drive along the northern side 
of approuch route 51*?. (2) 18 August-3 liovember. The Regiments 
mission was to ingage anu defeat enemy force in the assigned AO with 
the Regimental CP located at FSB Arsonel and battalions displayed 
to the south and south-west. (3) h November-1 January 73- The 
Regimental CP moved to FSB Anzio with a primary mission of moving 
security to the low landes and highway 1 in its assigned AO, disrupt 
enemy lines of communications and engage and destroy enemy forces 
located in the jungle and mountain areas, (k)   1 January-Present. 
Regimental mission remains the same as previous period but the 
rediployment of the $lst Regiment forced the Regiaant to assume an 
extended AO. 

b. General Concept. The Regiment has changed AO's four times 
during the reporting period. During the first half of the period 
the Regiment normally had command and control of only two maneouver 
battlions with a third battalion under Division control for base 
camp defence and the fonrth battalion opcon to another Regiment. 
The later half of the period found the Regiment in control of three 
battalions and occasionel all four Battalions. When three or four 
battalions are available the Regiment attemped to rotate one battalion 
from field operations *J b«se camp defense (Camp Eagle) for rest, 
refitting and retraining for approx 10 days every thirty days. 
Currantly aU four battalion are unployed in the ex-ended AO. 

c. Summary of Operations of note. The Regiments effectiveness 
began to increase during operations in the Chuc-Mao mountain area 
and along Garmans road extension «luring September and October. In 
November, wit* redeployment to a familiar area of operations in the 
vacinity of FSB Anzio, the Regiment utilised its extensive knowledge 
of the terrain and the enemies known mode of operation to initiate 
several successful mechanical ambushes. In addition, opperations 
else where in the lev lands and piedmont area of Ute AD proved lu- 
crative as comaandors effectively utilised knowledge of the *0 and 
retaned the initiative agaiast a less aggressive anewy. The Regi- 
ments ability to operate in the lowlands anoungat the population la 
of particular note. The have demonstrated affectively an ability to 
operate in jpopula£<*d areas, co-exist'ng with the populace in such a 
manner, so as to encourage the flow of information on enemy movements 
and for gathring *sti%itas tfdoh has greatly reduced the enemies 
operations In the AO* There civic action and mode of operation In 
populated areas is to be commended. A review of statical data on 
wmm KIA.and weapons captured verses losses on the friendly side 
forthe calender -mar finds the Regimental 1A a favorable position 
compared to the other raglaaeats. 28 Ü 
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Enemy KI& 

U,825 

kindly 333 

Wpns Captured 

1,265 

886 

The accuracy of reporting will be diseased in a later paragraph. 

d. Plans. The Regiment continues operations Lam Son 1/73. 
Future plans are unknown at this time. 

5. TRAIKMG* Previously discussed under paragraph 3«b.l. 

6. TOGISTICSf a. Supply. Are areas of suuply are adequate with the 
exception of rapair parts. The Sk was replaced with a more competent 
individual recently and the entire logistical effort of the Regement 
has reatly improved. 

b. Transportation. The Regiment Is limited in its transpor- 
tation capability dur to a shorege of 2^ ton trucks and repair parts 
for on hand but dead limed vehicles. 

o. Maintenance. Generally combat equipment is maintained at 
adequate leavels. However until recently« with the exception of 
command vehieels, vehicle maintance left much to be desired. The 
The new Sk, Major Chau, has initiated an improved maintence program 
to include weekly inspections which should improve vehical maintenace. 

7. COMMUNICATIONS» The Regiment has on hand sufficent authurized 
cojBffiunications equipment and expiriences no major problems in main- 
tanlng continuous communications. However, communications procedures 
are week and comaunlcatiena security is very lax resulting in poss- 
ible enemy ao&erting of Regimental plans and orders. 

8. COMBAT SUPPORT» a. ArtUlary. The 12th ArtiHay battalion is 
the normal DS battalion for the Regiment. The cosnander insures 
that fire support planning and utilisation is highly organised and 
responsive to Regimental needs. 

b. Tactical ASx,   Tactical air during the initial period of this 
report was used very Ineffectively. Control was week and target 
planning did not exist. After a period of retraning, effectivness 
increased and the Regiment is fully capable of planning fcr and Im- 
ploring TAG AIR to support all forms of Regimental operations* 

o. Aviation. Aviation assets available to the Regiment in the 
form of command and control assets are nonexstant. In addition, 
VMAF resupply and HSD-E?AC is very unresponsive. 
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d. Engineer, 
employed. 

Engineer assets, when available, are effectively 

9. COMBAT UNITS* a. Capability. All manoeuvre battalions are 
fully capable of performing thier combat mission. 

b. Evaluation. The XK or Force Battalion is the most effective 
unit in field operations. The 2nd Battalion performs well in the 
field and rankes first in over-all unit performance. The 1st and 
3rd Battalion can effectively conduct all operation and are improv- 
ing as their commanders gain additional experence. 

10. COMMAND AND CONTROL: a. How implemented. There are two 
daily staff meetings held by the commander to keep abreast of daily 
operations. The commander has gained effective control of the unit 
and his subordinates route to plans and orders in an intensive and 
effective manner. The weakest link within this area is planning. 
Several periods of formal instruction were presented GO the commander 
ana his staff by the advisory team on staff planning and organization 
but this area is still in need of improvement. Initiually, the comm- 
der made lettle effart «o cheek on subordinates units, however, after 
constant urging on the part of this advisor as to the necessity aad 
value, a definit improvement has been noted. The limiting factor, as 
previously mentioned is the non-availability of a CjC aircraft which 
greatly limits the commande» radious of effective control. 

b. Information systems (to include battlefield reporting). 
Units repots are made fairly rapidly but some what sketchy. The 
Commander demands to be kept informed at all times by the Regimental 
staff of all reports and this appears to be accomplished effectibtly. 
Overall reporting from lower to Regiment and from Regiments to 
Division is too superficial. This area has been discused with the 
comnander but improvement is still needed. Battalion reporting 
appears to be inflated. Of the specific instances witnessed by this 
advisor the repofces on enemy KIA were double the number of bodies 
actuially viewed. However, insufficent examples have been witnessed 
to established this as an accounte ratio. This area has been men- 
tioned to both the commander and staff members with the result 
being an inscrutable smile and an indication that the count includes 
those believed to have been wounded. 

c. Effectiveness. As previously mentioned staff coordination 
and planning are stiU week areas. The comaander could do much to 
Improve the staff planning and has in faet taken steps to do so. 
With a stronger 33 and the Regl*:<*ntal XO'S assistance it is be- 
lelved this area could be greattly improved. However, the S3 
currently assigned lacks ouffciwit drive and the ZO is habitually 
located in the light CP and unable to assist in the improvement of 
staff coordination. 30 
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11. THE AW3SC:ar EFFORTJ The Advisory effort which initially con- 
sisted of a three man team has subsequently been reduced to the 
Senior Advisor. It is the belief of this advisor that the 5Uth 
Regiment can effectively conduct all combat and combs.c operations 
without US support or Advise. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION?   At the time this Advisor joined the 51st Regiment in 
June 1972, it was I Corps Reserve and a seperate regiment.    It had operated 
four months prior to our assignment without an advisor team due to its ex- 
cellent combat record and the strong and capable leadership of its Comman- 
der, COL Truong Tan Thuc,   A team was reactivated due to the critical situa- 
tion which developed in I Corps during March and April 1972 and the likely- 
hood that US Army and air assets would increase in the Regiment's AO.   It 
became apparent that the 51st was experienced in coordinating US assets of 
all types and was receiving adequate support from both ARVN and US units. 
In the 3uang Nhai area, 30 miles south of Da Kang, in June, the regbnent's 
battalion's activity increased as they engaged NVA units and successfully 
restored the situation in a 4 week period.    In anticipation of a drive to 
recapture Quang Tri City and surrounding hamlets, the 51st Regiment was 
ordered north of Hue to the vicinity of the My Chanh River, still I Corps 
Reserve, but OPCON to the Vietnamese Marine Division.   While in this capa- 
city, only small contacts with enemy sapper type units occured.   The Regi- 
ment was then relocated south of QjL 1 to assist the 1st Division with the 
serious threat to Hue coming from the Highway 547 axis.   The 1st Battalion 
of the 51st was made OPCON to the 1st Regiment, 1st Division who was bearing 
the brunt of the enemy effort, while the 51st took on the mission of screen- 
ing the area to the left of the 1st Regiment«,    Small contacts developed with 
no difficulties encountered.   The establishment of new regimental boundaries 
caused the 51st to move several times within the 1st Division AO and then 
on 1 September, the Regiment was parmanently assigned to the Division.   All 
during this period, the 51st performed satisfactorily.   The combat units 
moved aggressively and made good use of supporting units.   As a result, 
NVA units never had the initiative and in fact were kept off balance, forced 
to react to the constant pressure that was always hitting from these en- 
counters which weakened the enemy to the point where they were forced to 
beeak contact.   In September, the 51st moved to the area around FSB Anzio 
with the mission of preventing interdiction of QL 1 which was a daily threat 
and prevention of enemy capture of food in the lowlands.   Deep penetration 
into the hills by 51st elements again forced enemy units to withdraw and 
active patrolling and ambushes seemed to prevent any serious disruption 
along (jL 1.   One of the primary means of achieving this success can be 
attributed to the excellent support that the Regiment's soldiers established 
in the civilian communities.   Civic action resulted in gathering good in- 
formation leading to successful ambushes.   Several CAs were conducted in an 
effort to force contact of large else enemy units but did not realise any 
groat success«   T*»se operations did however demonstrate the ability of the 
units to effect coordination,   äuül contacts were the nor» until »ovember 
when & large en«y force moved into and occupied a hamlet on <£. 1.   FOOT 
reaction due to improper coordination and cuaraunications between tue 51st 
and sector forces caused many enemy to escape what could hav« been a complete 
defeat«   A lesson was leerned in can&nd end control however and hopefully 
will not be repeated in the 51st.   Advent of Cease Fire talks in Paris in 
November and December saw a near cessation of contacts and only minor activi- 
ty is taking place at this time* 32 
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2. ORGANIZATION:   fhe 51st is organized into a HQ Co, Recon Co, and 3 ccm- 
bat battalions.    Without advisors at battalion level, it is difficult to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the battalions Hq control over its four rifle 
companies.    In light of thn shortage of experienced staff officers at 
battalion level, (Example, 2nd Lbs, S-3s), proper coordination and control 
probably suffers somewhat.   The Recon Co is a valuable asset and because 
of the highly trained people in it, It can, and has, performed missions not 
possible to units many times its size* HQ Co seems adequately organized to 
support the Regiment's needs» 

3. PERSON:   a.   While the 51st was a separate regiment, its strength 
was maintained in the high 90 percentiles*   When the unit moved from Da »ang 
to the Hue area, high desertion rates were a constant problem and recog- 
nized as such.   Efforts are being made to swap people from other units to 
solve the problem but to date it still exists.   The S-l, under the constant 
vigilance of the Regimental CO, seems capable of performing his duties and 
the replacement flow is good« 

b.   Quality.   The Regimental staff is under ranked but again, the 
tremendous knowledge and thoroughness of the 51st CO precludes and big 
problems from this.   The support personnel in the HQ Co are up to their 
responsibilities.   The Recon Co is in the best shape with seasoned officers 
and EM.   lack of officers and ÜQUs in combat battalions are the greatest 
weakness in the Jlst,   Although the 3 majors who now act as Battalion COs 
seem to do good jobs, much of it is due to the supervision and firm guidance 
of COL Thuc.   They must be given their due however because as mentioned 
earlier, they have relatively Inexperienced officers in their staffs.   This 
problem to some degree stems from non-assignment of Cols to Col slots and the 
subsequent necessity to place lesser ranking officers in slots for which 
they are inexperienced.   This situation goes down to the lowest levels. 
COL Thuc is a true professional.   Very knowledgeable and with a good ability 
to get the most out of his people,    «e takes an interest in all aspects of his 
command and his calm, assured manner maintains a well ordered headquarters 
under all conditions.   He likes the army and is a very loyal individual to 
his military and civilian leaders alike.   His worth Is recognised by his 
superiors and they frequently value his opinion enough to aak fur it. 

c*   Personnel Management.   Not too many problems.   Men get their pay 
but it isn't sufficient especially with the higher eoet of living in the Hue- 
Da Hang area*   Dependants are looked after on a continuous basis, and except 
for the deserter* p*ebiam due to men assigned away from the vicinity of their 
families, no problems exist in the 51st that are not eoasson to all ARVÜ, 
Movement of dspmudsnts from Da Sang to the Phu Bai area would no doubt improve 
morale were it possible, but lack of jobs preclude it. 

4,   üP*ÄATIüi*S. 
preclude mov 
uninterrupted use of <$> 1 in its Ä0« 

Goals.   To contact KVA and VC units, destroy them, and 
of mich units into lowland populated areas.   To insure 
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b.   General Concept:   Hove units deep into the mountainous area south 
of QL 1 to preclude enemy observation and interdiction.   Destroy enemy 
supply points and deny him bases near the populated areas from which he can 
make fast supprise sallies.   Maintain good rapport with civilians to gain 
their confidence and information and work closely with HF/xT forces in 
the AO to provide mutual support.   Establish a fast reaction force to coun- 
ter any sizeable enemy force which establishes a foothold in the area. 

c. Summary of Operations of Note.   June - Quang Nhal - Enemy forces 
of company size had succeeded in moving into the populated area to capture 
rice and maintain active control.   Heavy contacts resulted in fierce 
fighting taking place in well prepared enemy positions.   Numerous arty 
and air strikes were called in but due to the rocky terrain and well loca- 
ted bunkers« the enemy had to be dislodged mostly by ground attacks. 
While OPCOi to the 2nd Division during this brief 3 weeks, the 51st esta- 
blished the best kill ration of all the regiments involved.   Nothing 
significant until around August.   Heavy contacts around lion and south of 
Id en.   Contacts led to discovery of vacated regimental CP and from knowledge 
that supplies were cached in the vicinity.   Operation results were a cleared 
area and denial of terrain critical to an enemy effort to move in strength 
towards Hue.   From September to December, operations east of Hue between 
Phu Bai and lang Co to protect QJL 1 and deny food supply to enemy vere not 
noted for large contacts with exception of the 2 day occupation of a hamlet 
by an &VA battalion»   Enemy refusal to attempt contacts resulted in most 
activity occuring at night when ambushes were most successful.   Phu Bai 
Installation was turned over to the 51st by US during period 20 gctober to 
1 November.   Inventory and turn-over of property between US and 51st w&s 
relatively smooth.   Apparently, the Installation is under observation from 
the enemy since it has been rocketed with 122s during times when battalions 
«ere using it for rest and recuperation. 

d. Plans«   The 51st will continue missions along (jL 1 with emphasis 
on countering any enemy effort to grab terrain in the «vent of a Cease Fire. 

5, TKABÄGs   A.   General.   Battalions h*ve attempted to conduct refresher 
training but the oocr weather conditions have not tended to improve the 
situation.   With tr.e troops living in the ft aid, wet and cold and no adequate 
p&lce to give the man some sembbnc« of cemfort, they cannot be expected to 
derive any benefit fro» the training« 

b.   Specialized«   TOW training was conducted on a crash basis when the 
weapons were signed over to the Regiment.   Maintenance was the biggest 
problem encountered but with the assignment of an officer to supervise and 
«ondttct training en a weekly basis, the situation has been corrected« 
know how to operate the weapon but inability to conduct live firing for 
tended periods makes it impossible to v&rify proficiency» 

6. I£GXStlCSs   a.   Supply.   Inadequate PRO 25 batteries pose the obvious 
problem of <K»unications.   Gas is also limited but can be solved with 
driving limited to abjolit« necessities,   Hatices, ammunition, clothing 
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and weapons axe handled in a routine fashion with few ccmrlaiuts. 

b. Transportation - Adequate. 

c. Maintenance - Regiment is apparently blessed with a good maintenance 
section.   Occasionally spare parts slow up operations but not seriously« 

7. OU'iil&ICAVIClvSi   Väth the small independent unit operations critical 
to the Regiment's mission, additional HtC 25s are needed.   This is apparent- 
ail impossible request sii«e the present battery quota is inadequate for the 
number of radios already assigned, 

8, OiföAT SUFPGRTs    a.    Artillery - adequate, 

b. TAG Air - Adequate but there has been little need for the support 
of the Regiment during the time I have been SA, 

c. Aviation - Air Cav support has been adequate for the most part 
but due to its heavy carndtments it has not been as responsive as would 
have been best«   Missions flown by Cav have been effective but at times 
utilization of the Cav has been bad.   For the most part, COL Thuo has 
personally reviewed the use of the Cav and results have been favorable. 

d. Engineers.   Support has been less than desired on a few occasions 
but no serious problem to date« 

e. Armored Cav.   Peking in aggressiveness and apparently little 
knowledge about its proper deployment.   When infantry is requested to clear 
roads prior to movement of armored cav, something is seriously wrong. 
Little or no results have been attained during combined operations with the 
cav due to a * follow the same tracks of the APC in f**ant n attitude« 

9,   OOCBAf UlOTSi   ».   Capability.   All 3 battalions and r«.con co of the 
51st are capable of carrying out their missions.   They have demonstrated 
m aggressive nature and have enough combat •experienced officers and MOOs 
to make them a reliable combat force, 

b.   Evaluation.   The 1st Bn asd recce co are the most capable In ths 
Regiment«   Leadership setms to be the reason for this in the 1st Bn and 
the <• all volunteer * feres working la -the reeon eo is its fceason for success* 
It is difficult to be mere spsolfle in the appraisal of these units for lack 
of advisors at battalion level» but «ach of ths units have demonstrated a 
capability to «©«rdiaate with 08 sir and cav wits and obtain the necessary 
results.   They all have Baglish speaking individuals who make this possible. 

e.   Meauecy • All units art adequately trained and equipped to perform 
their tOtB missions« 

d. 
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10.   COMMAND AkD COlJ-irtÖL:   a.    How implemented« "orders are issued directly 
fron the Regimental Co to his battalion commanders in most cases.    He gives 
his commanders sufficient guidance to insure full understanding of what he 
wants but does not dictate the methods they must use.    Staff members are 
encourgaged to coordinate, especially the S-2s.   On occasion, a regimental 
CP is established when units are operating in a wide front and control is 
important due to probable contacts.   This is also true in cases where RF/ 
PF units are operating in conjunction with a regimental unit.   Little 
comnand is actually done from these GPs however, and LTC Nhon, the deputy 
RC is not forceful and dots not enjoy the full confidence of Col Thuc.   The 
GP actually performs more as a relay station than as a command.   l»o serious 
deficiencies have resulted from this situation but Col Thuc is reluctant to 
absent liimself from his CP if the situation warms up. 

b. Information Systems.    Spot reports are called from battalions into 
the Regimental TOG.    Col Thuc will spend much time talking with hit: commanders 
wither on the radio or on the ground if the situation permits.    S-2s :re 
definitely expected to coordinate and exchange information and this includes 
lateral units» and sectors.    Complaints have been made by Division that 
reports are lacking, late, and. inaccurate but to my knowledge, the 51st has 
been conscieirtious in its reporting.   Battalions and especially RF/PF units 
have been remiss in this area but I cannot judge the extent. 

c. Effectiveness.    Down to battalion level, no problem exists, but com- 
panies in many cases «ire commanded by 2nd Its and many platoons are led by 
WCG»,   At the squad level we can find seme major problems in the area of 
control.   As long as control is centralized at company level, no difficulties 
usually occur but even here we had a case in the 2nd Bn where a »all VC 
unit attacking at night, caused a company GP to panic and withdraw from its 
night pusiiiun, along with a rifle platoon.   The shortage of seasoned offi- 
cers and NOOs definitely reduce* effectiveness at the small unit level. 

U.   ADVISOR! KFPCKTi   Proa June to °ctober 1972, the team consisted of a 
major as SA, a ciptain as deputy, and an SPC operations sgt.   Drawdowns 
reduced the team to the major and SPC in October and finally to the major 
in November. 

b.   Supports   Team support has been good since the 51st was assigned to 
the 1st Division but inadequate while the regiment was a separate entity* 
During this period, we were dependent upon the favors of anyone who would 
take pity on us.   Our best benefactor even then was the 1st Division* 

12. OVERALL ^AluaiCü.   The 51st Regiment is able to fulfill its missions 
with little or ne need of a US advieor, tout they stem to lack coafidenee in 
their own ability it times*   Most significant problem is the age old persoan«! 
problem. 

13, StftftAHXs   Mg observation» of the 51st Regiment during my 7 months tour 
with it has led me to believe tlsüt it ©in and will conduct Itself in an out- 
standing manner with or without an advisor.   If properly led as It now is 
by Col Thus, it will overe*»» Its weaknesses and improve as it goes along. 
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M4.CP1UOP (29 Jan 73) 1st lad 
SUBJECT: Senior Officer Debriefing Report 

Headquarters, First Regional Assistance Command, AK) 96349, 1 February 1973 

THRU: Commander, US KLlitary Assistance Command, Vietnam, ATT!?: MACDO-A, 
AK3 96222 

TO:  Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, ATTM: FDR OT UT, 
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C. 20310 

The Debriefing Report prepared by COL George A. WLllener, Senior Advisor 
to the 1st Infantry Division (ARVH), has been reviewed by this headquarters 
and no forwarding comments are deemed necessary. 

FDR THE COMMANDER: 

CPT, AG 
Adjutant General 
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HEA 
UNITED STATES MILITÄR 

A PO SAN 

RS 
£ COMMAND   VIETNAM 
96222 

MACDO-341 ^ 16 J-cB 1973 

SUBJECT:    Senior Officer Debriefing Report (RCS:    CSFOR-74) 

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development 
ATTN:    FOR OT UT 
Department of the Army 
Washington, DC    20310 

1. Ref:    AR 525-14 (C). 

2. In accordance with reference as a'iove, the Completion of Tour 
Report of COL C.  B. McCoid, Senior Advisor, 3rd Infantry Division 
(ARVfO, is inclosed.    A copy of the subject report has been for- 
warded to CINCUSARPAC, for information. 

OHN R. McGIFFERT    ffj 
rigadier General, 8WT 

Director of Operations 

OAMO-ODU 
731014 
Inclosure 2 

f 

CLASSIFIED BY COL C. B. McCoid 
SUBJECT TO GENERAL ^CLASSIFICATION 
SCHEDULE OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652 
AUTOMATICALLY DOWNGRADfcD AT TWO YEAR 
INTERVALS 
DECLASSIFIED ON 31 DtCtMBfcR 1979 
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HEADQUARTERS 
MACV Advisory Team 155 

3d Infantry Division (ARVH) 
AFO Sea Francisco 96349 

MACFR-3D-SA 

SUBJECT:   Senior Advisor's Debriefing Report 

Commander 
First Regional Assistance Caamand (FRAß) 
ATTH: G-3 
APO SF 96349 

Debrief Report By: 
Duty Assignment: 
Inclusive Detest 

Colonel C. B. HcCOID 
Senior Advisor, MAC? Advisory Team 155 
3 Jone 1972 to 27 January 1973* 

1. IKiaOSPCIICg: fixe period of this report sav the renascence of the 
3d Infantry Division (ARVH) which had been severely aauled in Qsang 
Trl Province by the NVA Spring Offensive of 1972. At the outset it 
was doubtful whether the remnants of the Division were worth their 
logistical support, ft» actions taken to correct this unsatisfactory 
situation included, inter alia, replacement of personnel and the 
equipping and training of what constituted essentially newly formed 
units. As the Division's battleworthiness improved, it was ordered 
to DaHang and assumed the mission of defending the DaHang Vital area. 

Since that event in late June, major activities of an operational 
nature conducted by the Division have included its campaign to retake 
Que Son District} recapture of Tlan Phuoc District Town} Operation 
Qamtg Trung 81 to seise Biep Duo District Town; and cease-fire 
preparations. 

2. NARRATIVE: Following its hasty evacuation from Quang Trl Provinoe, 
the badly shattered 3d Division faced horrendous problems with regard to 
shortages of combat essential equipment and personnel. These were 
compounded by a state of generally poor morale (evidenced by dirty, 
dispirited, and undisciplined troops) and by the defeatism exhibited by 
certain commanders. The new Division Commander, Brigadier General 
Hguyen Dry Han», arrived on 9 *»e. Within a few days, he completed 
his assessment of the Division's condition and undertook to get matters 
into hand. He established stem but evenhanded disciplinary policies 
and reived markedly the standards of performance by which subordinate 
units would be gaged. 
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The 3d Division underwent an extended period of organisational 
realignment, rebuildingf and retraining subsequent to its relocation at 
Pfau Bai (innex A Division Organization). The most awkward among the 
numerous personnel problems encountered, were the outrageously high ÄW&- 
and desertion rates. This situation was aggravated by the assignment of 
large numbers of men who had been former military prisoners to the 
Division. Individual records had been lost; this seriously effected the 
efficiency of pay and other personnel service actions. In addition to 
combat created problems, there were oases of corruption, as well as 
inefficient, due to incompetent personnel performing in these areas. 
The Comaanding General, 3d Division took personal interest in this serious 
situation. It was his belief that the elimination of corruption and the 
establishment of a smooth, efficient personnel management system were 
necessary as a basic foundation upon which to build effective fighting 
units. He felt that this was one way of gaining increased support and 
loyalty from his troops. Dae to strong command emphasis, personnel 
management has shown marked improvement throughout the Division. Policies 
are clear and the interest and support of subordinate commanders in this 
area have been developed. Additional improvements are required; however, 
a viable system exists and emphasis continues to be given to this area. 
The Division Command Section has also taken positive steps to reduce AUQL 
and desertion rates. These actions are exemplified by the fact that these 
unauthorised absenses have been considerably reduced, nonetheless, JMQL's 
and desertions, in combination with losses due to casualties, compose the 
major existing problem in the personnel field« 

Leadership In the Dirislon has Improved tremendously since the fight- 
ing in Qoang Tri. This is exemplified by the noticeable improvement in 
t&e capability of the Division to function efficiently in conventional 
operations; and continued improvement in discipline, morale, esprit de 
corps, and proficiency (Annex B-Psrsonnel)« 

Toward the end of the 3d Division's involvement in heavy fighting in 
Qoang Tri Province, the intelligence activities of the Division in effect 
ceased operations. Since then, marked improvement In its capabilities to 
plan, collect, process, and disseminate intelligence information has been 
observed. However, significant limiting factors exist which binder 
intelligence operations, the most notable of which la the quality of 
junior officers assigned to intelligence duties* They lack initiative and 
require constant prodding and supervision. This problem, of course, is 
prevalent throughout the Division. Of particular signifieanoe for its 
helpful effect, was a conference held in late July by the 3d »vision for 
.Intelligence agencies la Qoang lam Province. Attendees included the 
OomBanding General, 3d Division, 3d Division G2, Qoang lam Sector S2, and 
representatives from Da lang Special Sector, the 2d, 56th, and 57th 
Begiments, the Qoang lam Rang Besag Program, and the lational Polls«. 
Baaed on the then existing situation, and those anticipated for the future, 
Essential Elements of Ihforamtim (BEI) were developed sad disseminated. 
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The conference represented the first attempt at coordination of the overall 
intelligence effort In Qoang Ham Province, and In fact, «as the first such 
conference held by the 3d Division since its activation. Greater 
coordination with other Intelligence agencies has been a major objective 
of the advisory effort at the 3d Division for more than eight months, and 
this conference provided the basis for regularising the coordination effort 
in Qoang Nam Province. The distribution of SEI also represented an 
advancement in the coordination effort, as veil as in the G2 disenlnation 
effort.  Until July 1972, no ESI had ever been developed and distributed 
In this manner by the Division G2. This conference was only the first In 
a series of Intelligence means, which have been utilised in coordinating 
with other agenoies. These are exemplified by the conduct of liaison visits, 
exchange of information and estimates, updating of EEI, and conduct of 
conferences on a smaller scale. Of greatest importance is the emphasis 
placed by the Commanding General, 3d Division, on operational coordination 
and cooperation, especially In the area of intelligence (Annex C-lhtelligenee). 

During its Initial, post-Qoang Trl retraining phase at Rm Bai, the 
Division conducted a vigorous program for its infantry battalions and 
reccanaissanoe companies. This Instruction was presented by the MACV Special 
Forces Mobile Training Team during the period May through August 1972, 
culminating in six battalions and four reconnaissance companies completing 
two week training programs. The remaining two battalions are scheduled to 
receive this same type training at Boa Cam Training Center, near Da Hang, In 
Jpril 1973* The program of instruction for its units Included weapons, 
tactics, and reconnaissance techniques (Jnnex D-Division Training), fin 19 
June 1972, the 3d Division (minus its 57th Regiment which remained OPCCH to 
the 1st Infantry Division (ARVH) assumed responsibility for its current area 
of operations. Its assigned mission includes the conduct of operations in 
Quang Ham Province and destruction of enemy forces and supply bases in the 
area of operations; supervision and support for the pacification program 
and area development; prevention of enemy infiltration from Laos; and defense 
of Da Hang and Da Hang Mr force Base from long range fires. The Division's 
Command Group re-located its commend post (GF) at the 196th Light Infantry 
Brigade's farmer base camp, west of Da Hang, on 28 June 72* The Division 
initially conducted battalion-else operations within its assigned area. 
Subsequently, the 2d Regiment began a seven day operation on 27 June, the 
purpose of which was to sweep from ibe Hal Tan fass Into the Elephant Valley, 
along Highway 545» to the southwest. This effort reduced the enemy threat 
to interdict QM, the north-south supply artery between Da Hang and northers 
MR—1» 

On 1 August 1972, the 3d Division was capable of launching limited 
offensive operations. With one regiment still under the operational control 
of the 1st Infantry Division (ARW) and one regiment (the 56th) deployed in 
the defense of the Da Hang vital area, the Commanding Genera employed the 
2d Regiment in the western portion of the Qae Son Mountains with the purpose 
of attacking the rear of the 711Ä 871 Division. This operation was the 
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first multi-battalion operation conducted by the regiment since the fighting 
in Quang Tri. The experience gained thereby was to prove of tremendous 
value in the conduct of future operations. In early September, the 
Commanding General assumed full responsibility for all of Quang Nam Province 
(to this juncture, the 2d Division (ARVN) was conducting operations in Que 
Son District). Soon thereafter he was directed to clear the enemy from Tien 
Phuoc District, which lay well to the southward in Quang Tin Province. With 
this expanded responsibility, the Commanding General assigned the defense 
of the Que Son Valley to the 57th Infantry Regiment, which had returned to 
Division control on 18 September 1972, and subsequently deployed to Quang 
Nam Province. The 6th Regiment (of the 2d Division), was placed under the 
operational control of the 3d Division. This, together with the 2d Regiment, 
plus one battalion of the 56th Regiment recaptured Tien Phuoc Town. This 
operation is especially noteworthy for it was the first multi-regiment 
operation conducted under Division control since the fighting in April and 
May (Annex E-Cumulative Results of Operation-Tien Fhucc flistrict Town). On 
31 October 1972, elements of the 38th and 270th NVA Regiments of the 711th 
NVA Division attacked and overran Que Son District Town. The 3d Division 
which was responsible for the area, conducted a successful counterattack, 
utilizing the 2d and 57th Infantry Regiments culminating in the recapture 
of the town and the infliction of heavy casualties upon NVA forces (Annex 
F-CuiBulative Results of Operation-Que Son District Town). Following this 
successful campaign, the Commanding General established a policy of rotation 
between regimental assignments 3n the more active segments of the Division's 
area of operations. The 56th Regiment was assigned responsibility for the 
Que Son Valley, the 57th Regiment assumed control of the Da Nang Rocket Belt 
mission, and the 2d Regiment was held in Division Reserve for mobile 
operations as orderse«. These missions were to be rotated on a three-month 
basis. In antieipati v.i of a cease-fire, a combined action platoon program 
was initiated in December to strengthen the Popular Forces in Dien Ban and 
Hoa Vang Districts. The program's design included not only increasing the 
military effectiveness of the Popular Forces, but also effective psychological 
operations programs for GVN proselyting in these heavily populated areas. 
It has required two ARVN Company equivalents to support. In late December 
1972 and January 1973, the 3d Division launched operations Quang Trung 81 and 
81/A respectively. These operations took place in the Que Son Valley with 
the purpose of destroying the 711th NVA Division and recapturing Hiep Due 
District Town. The concept of operations was to precede the attack by a 
demonstration into Antenna Valley, followed by a large scale attack in the 
Que Son Valley. The attack was planned in multiple phases. The first phase 
being the demonstration} second phase being the seizure of Firebese Lion and 
Nui Lac Son} and the third phase called for retaking Eiep Due District Town. 
In execution, the first phase was successful in deceiving the enemy and 
drawing enemy forces Into Antenna Valley. The second phase, was initiated 
on 27 December, utilised the 2d and 56th Regiments, and the 51st Regiment 
which was under the operational control of the 3d Division. Key terrain 
features such as Firebase LION and Hui Lac Son were seised and occupied 
by the 56th and 2d Regiments respectively prior to 2 January 1973* The 51st 
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attack on Firebase ¥EST was not successful, for it failed to secure the 
entire objective aad, as of date of this report, the fighting for this 
important firebase is still in progress. It should be noted that eren 
though the enemy resistance was relatively heavy, the primary reason for 
the Regiment's failure to seize this objective was the lack of aggressi- 
veness of the regimental Commander (Annex Q-Cuaulative Results of 
Operations Qusng Trung 81 and 81/A). 

Efforts to rebuild and reequip the division were initiated with 
the movement of the Division to Rhu Bai and subsequently to Quang Ham 
Province. Initially, equipment aad supplies were difficult to acquire due 
to a lack of priority. Logistics levels did rise slowly and, under the 
guiding hands of the Ctoamanding General and the G4, significant advances 
were made in the reorganizing and streamlining this form of activity. 
Ultimately, many of the Division's supply, transportation, and maintenance 
problems were overcome. Quarterly logistical conferences and a Material 
Readiness Repotting System were initiated. Finally the Division Logistics 
and Engineer Battalions were formed and are now fully operational. Problems 
still exist nonetheless; these include, for example, the shortage of 
communications equipment, a lack of timely reporting of combat losses; a 
lack of adequate ground transportation (this hinders the movement of personnel, 
supplies, and equipment during combat operations), and nonexlstance of an 
effective organizational maintenance program. Even with these shortcomings, 
the Division's capability to shoot, move, and communicate has not been 
•ffected too adversely (Annex H-Logistios and Communications). 

In the area of combat support, artillery has been extremely effective. 
All four artillery battalions are adequately trained and respond energetically 
and enthusiastically to missions. Maintenance however, is a continuous 
problem; attempts are being made to rectify the situation. US Army Aviation 
support was particularly outstanding, but as US assets diminish, VNAF and 
ground transportation will have to fill the resultant void. Engineer support 
for the Division is especially noteworthy and all elements demonstrate an 
exceptional level of proficiency (Annex I-Combat Support). 

In any assessment of the major subordinate dements of the 3d Division, 
it is reasonably accurate to say that each is led by an individual who is 
well grounded in infantry tactios and utilizes fair judgment in employing 
these. The main difference among the several commanders is their display 
of varying degrees of aggressiveness and enthusiasm. The greatest failing 
of all i» their tendency to be overly cautious in tactical operations and 
reluctant to push their subordinates when the situation requires it. When 
permitted to choose between an aggressive course of action and one that 
affords lea« contact with the enemy, they trend to the latter. Sot with- 
standing this shortcoming, they are relatively effective commanders. Each 
regiment is capable of performing assigned missions. Of the three major 
infantry elements the 5oth Regiment is the strongest, the 2nd Regiment 
stands second} and the 57th Regiment is the weakest. Recently however, 
under the leadership of a new commander, the 57th Regiment will improve 
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considerably (Annex J-Regimental Assessments). 

Command and control techniques varied according to the Division's 
mission.   Prior to assuming responsibility for Quang Nam Province, 
command and control in the 3d Division was implemented directly through 
command channels with little staff influence.    Chee the Commanding General 
arrived at a decision, delegation of authority was passed directly to 
regimental commanders   for execution.   This was due initially to the fact 
each regiment had an isolated area of operations and little or no 
coordination was required between regiments or through Division.   With 
assumption of responsibility for (Jiang Nam Province and conduct of 
conventional offensive operations against NVA forces, however, changes 
were required.    Since assuming an offensive posture in Quang Tin and Quang 
Nam Provinces, the regiments have operated in concert proximity against NVA 
forces.   This has required unity of effort and the institution of stringent 
command and control measures.   That the 3d Division has an extremely 
effective command and control system is exemplified by the sonduct of 
successful operations during the past five months.   Especially noteworthy 
were operation Quang Trung 81 and 8l/A conducted in the Que Son Valley. 
Of considerable importance is the command and control required for the 
specific mission of Rocket Belt defense, which is unique to the 3d Division, 
due to the dose proximity of Da Nang Air Force Base.    As a result, the 
Commanding General exercises operational control of Quang Nam Sector and 
Da Nang Special Sector, thus insuring adequate coordination and cooperation 
in the employment of forces toward the accomplishment of this mission. 
(It should be noted that this mission made use of the Division's full combat 
power in a single operation an unattainable objective).    (Annex K-ftrgani- 
zation for defense of Da Nang vital area). 

As far as the activities of the Advisory Team were concerned, efforts 
were "hamstrung" due to two serious reductions in team personnel.   Personnel 
fill of advisory positions varied from 100£ to a low of 94% of authorised 
spaces.   Conflicts between the publicised MAC? "120 days DEROS drop for 
excesses" policy and the actual working level requirements necessitated the 
reassignment of field personnel to critical logistical and administrative 
vacancies.   The problem became more acute as the withdrawal plan was 
accelerated.   The reduction of the Advisory Team to fifteen personnel (1 
December 1972) had a significantly adverse impact on its ability to provide» 
liaison with higher headquarters (Reporting of information) and providing 
advice to the commander and staff of the Division.   Securing clearances for 
US TAGAXR, Stinger, Nighthawk, and gunablpe; coordinating ARC Light reqnests; 
etc) and simultaneously to provide advice to the Commander and Staff of the 
3rd Division.   The quality of advisory personnel appeared to be far above 
the US Army average, as a result of assignment priorities and of a more 
senior rank structure   Regimental advisory positions were retained despite 
reduction in the JTDj however, these teams each were reduced to 2 personnel* 
Although small in number, the regimental teams were still considered of 
great value, particularly in the areas of combat support coordination in 
conjunction with US assets.   The mere presence of advisors in the field 
served as stimulation to command group«.   2a addition to operations and 
training, supply and maintenance were important areas at the regimental 
level where advisory assistance was rcqmw*i.   ft» other important reason 
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for maintaining the regimental teams was for the purpose of verification 
of field reports which, at times, have been inaccurate. As far as the 
headquarters of the advisory team was concerned, advisory staff functions 
were combined, such as the G2/G3 Section, in order to attain the maximum 
effort and effective use of available personcol. Initially, responsibility 
for administration of personnel belonged to the Headquarters Commandant. 
With the reduction of tepm personnel and changes to the JTD, the role of 
the staff advisors, as pure advisors, expanded to include the normal staff 
responsibility for advisor support (Annex L~Advisory Team Organization and 
Annex K—Letter to CG FRAG, Subject« Strength Reductions). 

An overall evaluation of the contribution of the advisory team to 
the 3d Division indicates that advice and assistance pertaining to the 
conduct of operations and Intelligence played an extremely Important role 
during several key campaigns, expecially those of an offensive nature. 
For example, extremely good intelligence pertaining to the location and 
strength of enemy forces were acquired from US assets and agencies. These 
proved invaluable in both the planning and execution phases of operations 
81 and 81/A. Advice on tactics, accepted and acted upon by the Commanding 
General of the Division, resulted in the retaking and re-occupation of such 
important areas as Firebaee LION and Nui Loc Son. Additionally, artillery 
and air support inflicted tremendous losses on elements of the 711th NVA 
Division, particularly its 31st, 38th, and 270th NVA Regiments. Assistance 
in the acquisition and effective use of US assets was essential. These 
involved such support as ARC Lights, Tactical Air, Air Cavalry, and Naval 
gunfire mipport. The inadequacy of logistical plans seemed to be the nucleus 
of logistical problems. Commanders and logistical staff officers were 
reluctant to prepare estimates and to plan for future operations and/or 
troop/unit movements. The need for improvement in this area was constantly 
stressed by the advisory element, resulting in the more adequate logistical 
planning. Although the requisitioning system was used satisfactorily, 
improvements were necessary, particularly is terms of follow-up action and 
the reporting of equipment losses. B^uljMeat replacement, particularly 
major end items, cannot be obtained unless losses are reported and appropriate 
actions are taken to determine disposition or to fix responsibility. Follow- 
up action had to be conducted to insure, not only that the Divisional unit 
received the required item, but to exercise the System in providing the 
desired services. Accountability for supplies and equipment waa somewhat 
Irregular; this wan due to a lack of checks, auditing, and inspections. 
Assistance provided in these areas proved valuable to the ARVK. Advisory 
techniques were designed to identify critical problem areas, provide informal 
advice and suggest solutions, and to follow-up with a memorandum to the 
Ckmaaanding General, «hen the Commanding General was aware of an unsatisfactory 
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situation, Immediate corrective guidance was issued, and he insisted that 
inspections be conducted regularly to determine whether his instructions 
vere being obeyed. Because of his command interest, these advisory 
techniques were particularly effective. As a consequence of the advisory 
effort and General Hinh's command action«, refitting of the Division, 
rebuilding it's leadership, and re-establishing the Division as a reason- 
ably effective fighting force took place sufficiently quickly to permit 
it to contribute to a significant improvement in the level of security 
in central Military Region 1. 

3. SUMMARY: Following the 3d Division's defeat and subsequent withdrawal 
from Quang Tri, It underwent a near "up from the ground" reorganisation, 
training, reeqvdpping, and then conducted a series of reasonably successful 
minor operations. All ofthese actions, under the thrust provided by 
Brigadier General Nguyen Day Hinh, culminated ultimately in an ability to 
conduct extensive Joint/Combined Operations. Indications exist that the 
Division is capable of functioning efficiently in conventional operations 
against a weak HVA force. It is not prepared, however, for the conduct 
of extended operations; this is due to shortfalls with respect to personnel 
strengths, equipment status and logistical support. Despite these defi- 
ciencies, the 3d Division has emerged as a reasonably effective fighting 
force. 

C. B. McCOID 
Colonel, Infantry 
Strnior Advisor 
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It    General«    There is little advisory effort required in the Gl area.    The 
previous Gl, LTG Kien, was a highly qualified individual who served as the 
Gl, First Special Brigade and on the Gl Staff at I Corps.    The present Gl, 
LTC Nguyen Hoang Chuong, was recently assigned from the Gl Section, 1st 
Division (.JWN).   He is well aware of the problem areas and is striving to 
effect correction.    He Is being supported by the Comaniing General who places 
strong command emphasis on the improvement of operational strengths of the 
combat maneuver battalions.    AUüL'ß and desertions, combined with casualties, 
compose the major problem in the Gl aroa.    Lacking a high priority, replacements 
for the Division, especially the Infantry units, remain a serious problem 
hindering improvement of the Division's strength, 

2.    Strengthi    At the end of Nay 1972, the 3d Division, following its retreat 
from Quang Tri, had an assigned strengthi of 10,618 of its authorized H,243. 
Of the assigned strength, however, the Division could only account for 5,798 
present for duty.    With a concentrated effort, the Division gradually increased 
its strength to achieve a peak during September 1972, at which time, the 
assigned strength reached %l& ?>rv; Vet present for duty strength reached 765a, 
During these months of gradual increase of strength, AWOL's and desertions 
continued to plague the Division,    Many of the replacements provided for the 
Division were former military pri'.oners and the assignment of a tremendous number 
jf this type of soldier was certainly a contributing factor to the high AWL 
and desertion rate.    During September, the Division had its highest assigned 
and present for duty strength achieved during GY 72,    assigned strength is 
currently at 84$ of TOE and present for duty strength is 765,    The Division 
received 1,225 replacements during the month of September.   Of these, only 
36 were former prisoners.   Currently, the only serious personnel shortages 
of the Division are in the Infantry /tegirasnts; these are at 80£ of authorised 
strength.    The Division has recently received permission from the Joint General 
Staff (JGS) at Saigon, to allow prospective enlistee* to volunteer for the 
3d Division.    This permission was granted for a three month period, 

(1)    Training!    Recruitment input Into the Division has been from the 
National Training Centers at Dong Da and Hoa Caa in Military Region I,    The 
quality of trainir^ for the Division's replacements is consldeired to be 
satisfactory.    In addition, the 3d Division conduct» a one week famUiarisjtion 
.jurse for replaeenen&e in order to better prepare them for the rigors of combat, 

(2) teaftuahjai 

(a)   Commanding Gajftarali   Brigadier General Hlnh 1» an excellent 
Motician and a professional soldier.   Having taken ceaaand of the 3d Division 
(..äVN) on 9 June, during it« reorganisation after being mauled at «uang Tri, 
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he made a quick but thorough assessment of the weaknesses of his new command. 
He then began a wideranging program to revitalize his Division.    Working 
energetically, he galvanized his staff and subordinate commanders.    He place! 
greatest emphasis on the Division regaining it's capability to move, shoot, and 
communicate.   He has concentrated on buoying morale and regaining individual 
self respect.    Improvements wars made across the board throughout the Division, 
He enjoys the respect of his subordinates because of his demonstrated ability, 
broad experience, and well deserved reputation for fairness.   His impressive 
achievements, since assuming command of the Division, have represented a tour 
de force enooimsassing tactical acumen, solid managerial skill, inspired leader- 
ship, and great strength of purpose.    Ha has every quality needed to become a 
very competent Corps Commander, 

(b) Assistant Division Commanders   Colonel Chung is a most capable 
soldier.    He is an experiencWcombat leader whose background is broad and varied, 
and includes command at JBgimental and Battalion levels.   He has coiamanded the 
Division briefly on occasion.   He maintains a firm, guiding hand on the Division 
Staff and requires high standards of performance.   Visits are frequently conducted 
by Colonel Chung to subordinate elements in the field.    Deep interest in the 
welfare of the men are reflected in nis checking of quarters, mess facilities, 
and work areas.    Colonel Chung readily grasp»new ideas and welcomes and accepts 
advice that is innovative.    Colonel Chung appears to be greatly respected by all 
ranks.    His knowledge of tactical operations and administrative functions enable 
him to oversee the activities of subordinate commanders and lower level staff3. 
Relationships with advisory personnel are always warm and congenial.   He is 
steady under pressure and remains completely calm regardless of the situation 
and circumstances, 

(c) Chief of Stafft    Lieutenant Colon?! Bao performs his duties in a 
quiet unassuming manner, receiving guidance and instructions from the Commanding 
General and the Deputy Commanding Commanding Officer.    LTC Bao is figuratively 
tied to his desk behind the mountain of paperwork received and originated by 
his subordinates on the staff.    He doesp however, make great efforts to visit 
units of the division &nd has been able to do so with comnendable frequency, as 
the improved .*tr erienc« of the st.-.ff makes these absences feasible.    He is an 
avid inspector '< ad demands high standards.   He is an extremely tiorough individual 
snd demands th*t all staff actions be folloued-up, 

4.    Personnel Mai;a&^<mgnti    FcUowing the withdrawal from Quang Tri, the 3d 
Division's personnel, administration was in a shambles.    Individual records had 
been lost; this seriously «iffected the efficiency of pay and other personnel 
services actions.    In add? fcion to combat created problems, there were cases of 
corruption, as well a* inefficiency, due to incompetent personnel performing 
duties in this area.    'Jhe Conoanding General, 3d Division, oluces strong command 
aaphaais in this <*.-**»    It was his belief that the elimination of corruption 
and the establishment of a smooth, efficient personnel manage.'«ent system was a 
necessary basic foundation upon which to build effective fighting units.   He 
felt that this was the key to gaining increased support and loyalty from his 
troops»   Due to the Gosisanding General's strong eomana emphasis, pörsorarsel 
management has shown marked improvement throughout the Division,   Ärery casi of 
corruption uncovered has beta punished.   Policies are clear and the interest of 
subordinat« coKBandera in this area has been developed,   .• "r^od" evaluation 
is deserved by the 3d Division's personnel management sysuÄ«    Ihere are 
additional iaorovsaftnts required, however, a viable system «out» and emphasis 
continues to b« giv«n to this arts. 
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API oendix 2 (Monthly Desertion Status) to Annex B (P ersonnol] to 
Senior Advisor's Debriefing Report. 
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1* General» Toward the end of the 3d Division'» involvement in the heavy 
fighting ia Quang Tri Province, the 02 Seetion and its supporting military 
intelligence detachment in effect ceased operations» except for interrogation 
of prisoners and maintaining sketchy records of the battle. &aeh man seemed 
convinced of the futility of the Division's efforts and most awaited the 
resolution of uncontrollable events with fatalistic resignation. As a direct 
result, G2 morale was at an extremely low ebb. Very little was accomplished 
e'ther operationally or in the reorganizations! effort, by the G2 Section at 
th\ relocated Division Headquarters in Phu Bai. Since assuming operational 
responsibility for portions of Qmang Nam Province, the attitude of the G2 
Section has improved markedly, and the reorganization task has been undertaken 
with vigor and a growing sense of confidence. The G2, Major Quy, approached the 
reorganization of his section with a fir* idea of how he wanted to operate and 
what he wanted to accomplish. It should be noted at this point that Maj Quy 
is a very accomplished G2. As of this date, the entire G? Section is 
functioning efficiently and as Integral part of the Division staff. 

2. Organization and Functions* The G2 Section has settled into its new 
organizational sold after a period of transition and re-establishment of normal 
functions. An awareness of the value of integrating all available information 
has developed, particularly with regard to sensors, radar, IOS, and UKS data, 
all of which provide immediately exploitable information concerning enemy 
movement and locations. Personnel now have the specific assignment of 
correlating such information. 

3.  SaBam&Lsai 

a. The G2 Section currently has at its disposal most of the means 
required to produce Intelligence for the Division. Information eollectedby 
intelligence and intelligence related agencies are available to the G2. Aerial 
support, to include VB, APD, SLAB, and photo missions can be requested from 
higher headquarters. Because of limited assets and competing priorities else- 
where, however, such missions requested by the Division cannot always be flown. 
With regard t o VB efforts, most of the VB information within the Division area 
of interest is derived from US Air Cavalry missions. VMAF fixed wing capabil- 
ities are limited and it is doubtful that they will approach the effectiveness 
of the US Air Cavalry Teams. When Ute US Air Cavalry units finally depart, 
they will leave a gap in the reoonnaisance effort and ii> is doubtful that 
Vietnamese assets will be able to fill the resultant void. 

b. The G2 publishes an Intelligence summary which is sent to subordinate 
S2's, with information eopies to adjacent and higher headquarters. Additionally 
the G2 disseminates other information, as available, in separate messages. 
These messages deal with enemy locations, Intentions, and activities. The G2 
also compiles estimates of the enemy situation, baaed on current and upt>ted 
information and are transmitted to subordinate, adjacent, and higher headquarters« 

&5 
ANNsJX C. (Intelligence) to Senior Advisor's Debriefing Report. 
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Tha momentum of his dissemination effort is definitely adequate. 

4. Evaluation of MalügSfigj ££&£&: 

a. Significant; MaJJflSfi PflvrfflT« 

(1) The junior officers assigned to the G2 Section require constant 
prodding aid supervision. When instructions are issued, they are seldom 
followed up to determine or to assess the quality of the work. 

(2) G2 Air personnel are intelligent and capable. However, at the 
same time they are unimaginative and unassertive, generating mission request 
or studies of available data only when specifically directed by the G2. 

(3) Of particular concern is the lack of an orientation toward the 
"Big Picture", (Keeping the subordinate 32's informed on events in areas 
beyond their operational reach). 

b. Coordination Between Agencies? On 24 July 1972, the 3rd Division 
held a conference for intelligence agencies in Quang Nam Province. Attendees 
Included the Commanding General, 3d Division, 3d Division G2, Quang Nam Sector 
S2, and representatives rom Danang Special Sector, the 2d, 5oth, and 57th 
Regiments, the Quang Nam Phung Hoang Program, and the National Police. Based 
on an assessment of the current situation, Essential Hamenta of Information 
(Eil) were developed and disseminated. The eonferenee represented the first 
attempt at coordination of the overall intelligence effort in Quang Nam Province 
and in fact, was the first.such conference held by the 3d Division since its 
activation. Greater coordination with other intelligence agencies has been a 
major objective of the advisory effort at the 3d Division for more than 6 months 
and this conference provided the basis for regularising the coordination effort 
in Quang Nam. The distribution of SBI also represented an advancement in the 
coordination effort, as w*ll as in the G2 diesemir« tion effort, until 24 July 
1972, no EEI had ever been developed and distributed in this manner by the 
Division G2. This conference was only the f irst step in a series of other 
means, presently being utilised, in coordinating with other agencies as is 
exemplified by the conduct of liaison visits, exchange of intelligence, updating 
of ISI, and conduct of conferences on a smaller seal«. All the various means of 
effecting greater coordination are currently being utilized« Of extreme impor- 
tance is the emphasis that the Commanding General, 3d Division, places on the 
onduct of coordination and cooperation, especially in the are of intelligence. 
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DIVISION TAJKIIP 

1, General; The 3d Infantry Division Training Center (newly activated) 
is located at Freedom Hill (Khanh Son). It conducts a one week familiarization 
course for all Division replacements. To date, 2,876 replacements have completed 
this training. This program is conducted by selected cadre of the Division with 
emphasis being placed on weapons and tactics. This limited training capability 
is attributed to the shortage of qualified cadre with which to conduct other 
types of training. However, basic and advanced infantry training began late in 
January 19?3. It should be noted, however, that in view of the scope and nature 
of combat operations, training has been conducted and progressed in a satisfactory 
manner. Internal unit training is not currently being conducted due to the scale 
of operations presently in progress. 

2, Specialized Training! 

(1)    During 1972, the Division conducted a vigorous re-training program for 
its infantry battalions and reconnaissance companies.    This instruction was 
presented by the M*GV Special Forces Mobile Training Team during the period May 
through August 1972, culminating in eight battalions and four reconnaissance 
companies completing a two week training program.    The program of instruction 
for the unite included weapons, tactics, and reconnaissance techniques.    The 
following units have completed the Division training program« 

UNIT DATES LOCATION 

2d Battalion, 
3d Batta lion, 
2d Battalion, 
2d Battalion, 
3d Battalion, 
1st Battalion, 
3d Battalion, 
Recon Company, 
Recon Company, 
Recon Company, 
Recon Company, 

56th Regiment 
2d Regiment 

57th Regiment 
2d Regiment 
57th Regiment 

2d Regiment 
56th Regiment 
56th Regiment 
3d Division 
2d Regiment 
57th Regiment 

(837 personnel} 
(652 personnel) 
(638 personnel} 
(556 personnel) 
(338 personnel) 
(350 pei;ior\nel) 
(636 personnel) 
( 97 personnel} 
(103 personnel) 
( 94 personnel) 
(120 personnel) 

14.-25 May 
21 Kay-3 Jun 
1-M Jun 
7-18 Jun 
1-U Jul 
7-21 Jul 
23 Jul-5 Aug 
6-29 May 
21 llay-17 Jun 
21 Jul-18 Aug 
21 Jul-18 Aug 

Phu Bai 
Phu Bai 
Phu Bai 
Phu Bai 
Phu Bai 
Phu Bai 
Phu Bai 
Phu 3ai 
Phu 3ai 
Hoa Cam 
Hoa Cam 

The remaining battalions of the Division are scheduled to undergo training as 
follows» 

1st Battalion, 56th Regiment 
3d Battalion, 57th Regiment 

April 1973 
April 1973 

Hoa Cam 
Hoa Cam 

(2)    During 1972, 608 officers and men cf the Division graduate^ from special- 
ised or advanced training courses throughout the country.   On 15 January 1973» 
sixty-nine personnel of the Division began a one week refresher training program 
conducted for platoon and aquad leaders.   JU soon as operational cofflnitments will 
permit, the Division plans to conduct a jüMaim of twenty-four hours of internal 
unit training per week. 

AKNEX D.    (Division Training) to Senior Mvisor's Debriefing Report. 
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CUMULATIVE RESULTS OF OP&RATIOM TlfflUEHUOC DISTRICT TOWN 

1.    Friendly: KIA - 18 
WL4. - 78 

2.    Saenqr: KIA - 233 
POW -     3 

2.   Weapon«; Crew Served - 2U 
IndiTidual   - 97 

3.   Other* Tanks - 2 PT 76 
Radio« - 10 
Telephone« - 7 

AHN*I I.    (emulative Hwttlt« of Operation Tieo-Fto»« Dletrtet Town) To Senior 
Uviaor'« DtbriefiBf Report. 
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1, Friencüjr» KIA - 27 
VIA - 91 
MIA - 15 

2. Ineagr» KIA - 203 
POW -  4 

3* Weapons: Crew Serred - 8 
Indiridul  - 46 

4. Other* Amunition - US Rdt, 82a» Mortar 
62 Rds, 61B« Mortar 

lüfi F. (Cuaalatlve Results of Operation Qua-Son District Town) to Senior 
Advisor's Debriefing Isport. 
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CUMULATIVE RESULTS OF OPERATIONS QUAHG TRUNG 81 AMD 81/A 

1„   Friendly* KIA - 119 
WIA - 583 
MIA -     2 

2. toMOji Rallier - 12 
KIA - M95 
POW   -  30 

3, Weapon»s Crav Sarred - 102 
Tndiridual - 290 

AJÖTC G.   (CumlatiTa Raaulta of operation» Quaag Tn«f 81 and 81/A) to Soalor 
Mviaor'a Dabrlafiag Baport. 
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ANNEX   H.  (logistics and Cownunications) to Senior Advisor's Debriefing Report, 

LOGISTICS AMD COMMUNICATIONS 

1.    Logja^cs: 

a, Qsmisl- 

(1) Early in June, LTC Mai Xuan Tung» assumed the duties of Division 
d4 and immediately began reorganizing and streamlining the logistical 
activities of the Division.    He initiated quarterly logistical conferences to 
disseminate information and to discuss logistical problems.    To date, these 
conferences have been extremely successful, as all concerned are aware of 
logistical problems and the corrective actions required.   Further, LTC Tung, 
instituted a uniform Material Readiness Reporting System which has enabled 
the Division Commander and staff to keep abreast of the Division's material 
status. 

(2) In June, plans were formulated for the formation of the Division 
logistics Battalion and the Division Engineer Battalion.    In July, JGS 
approval was received to begin the formation of those two units on 1 August, 
and they were fully operational on 1 December 1972,    Personnel and equipment 
for the Logistics Battalion was provided from 3d Division and IALC resources. 
For the Engineer Battalion, personnel were provided from ARVN wide resources 
and equipment was requisitioned through AHVN supply sources.    These two impor- 
tant units are now operational. 

b, SyjjElx} 

(1) As jf 15 January 1973, the Division had 72* of its critical 
QTdsaxm equipment, 57? of its critical signal equipment, and 5$ of its 
critical equipment on hand.    The most critical shortages exist in the following 
areas;    wheeled vehicles, power generating equipment, dump trucks, vehicular 
aoonted AM radios, radio teletype equipment, multichannel radio relay equipment 
and telephone sets.    Although the Division has been successful in combat 
during the past 4 months, the shortages of equipment severely hampers tactical 
flexibility. 

(2) Initially, the Division was extremely slow in reporting combat 
losses.    However, with continued advisory emphasis on the necessity for timely 
reporta of combat losses, the replacement of material has improved to son» degree. 
Problems still exist, though, within the overall ARVN logistical system in 
reacting to critical requirements.    This is especially true in repair parts 
supply.   Continued emphasis has been placed on timely submission of repair part 
requisitions and the maintenance of adequate PLL's and ASL's. 

c, Transpertationi    Lack of adequate ground transportation assets has 
hampered speedy movement of personnel, equipment, and supplies during combat 
operations.   Further, lack of adequate air support has hindered resupply 
operations in remote areas and timely MEDEVACS of wounded personnel.    In some 
cases delays of up to 3 or 4 hours have been experienced in receiving aircraft 
for MEDEVAC missions. 

ANNEX H (Logistics and Communications) to Senior Advisor»s Debriefing Report 
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a.   Maintenance: 

(1) With the establishment of the 3d Division Logistical Battalion, 
many of the Division's maintenance problems were overcome.    There is, however, 
still no really effective organisational maintenance program throughout the 
Division. 

(2) Excessive deadline rates continue for 2 1/2 ton tracks and 
artillery pieces.    Part of this problem is attributed to the lack of sufficient 
tools at -the organizational level.   However, there is little emphasis on such 
basic items as keeping equipment clean and checking proper oil and fuel levels 
of mechanical equipment. 

2.    PomMnicalAojQB.» 

a. Initially, acute shortages of communications equipment (3$ on-hand as 
of June 1972) severely handicapped the Division Commander's ability to exercise 
adequate command and control over Divisional elements.   However, by 15 January 
1973, sufficient communications equipment was on hand to enable the Division 
and its subordinate elements to establish essential communications, with FM 
voice, SSB voice, and iM CM communications frou Division Headquarters and 
Forward CP to each of the Regiments.    Additionally, the Division is capable 
of establishing multi-channel radio relay systems from the Division Base or 
Forward CP to each of the Regiments tad between the Division Base and Forward CP, 

b. Communications personnel throughout the Division appear adequately 
trained.    Ihey perform well and establish and maintain required communications 
effectively and efficiently. 
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COMBAT SUPPORT 

!•    Artillery!    Artillery support continues to be extremely effective.    The 
organic battalions respond to requirements energetically and enthusiastically. 
The Division artillery staff functions well as a control headquarters.    In the 
past the Division Artillery Comander did not serve as the Division Fire Support 
Coordinator,    This was due to the employment of the various Regiments throughout 
the area of operations with Artillery units dispersed in direct support of each 
Regiment where each Fire Support Base could be mutually supporting from at least 
one other Fire Support Base,    But now as the Division is employed as an entity 
in operation Quang Trung 81/A, he is serving aj the Division Fire Support Coord- 
inator,    Artillery maintenance is a continuous problem; however, attempts are 
being made to rectify this situation.    A need exists for stronger control from 
Division Artillery to the various Artillery Battalions.    Fires on suspected enemy 
locations, radar observations, and sensor activations are oftentimes excessive; 
controls should be placed on the amount of ammunition to be expended on these 
types of targets,    ASR's have been established and improvement has been demonstrated 
in this area, 

2. Tactical Airi    The tactical air support provided by VNAF has become 
increasingly effective, however, US tactical air in a close support role continues 
to play a dominant role in operations,    A problem still exists in the area of V&iF 
FAG coverage,    A greater number of VNAF FAC'S are required to adequately complete 
their assigned VR and FAß missions.    At the time of this report, VNAF FAC's re- 
sponse to an ALO FRAG order for a specific mission is slow.   Once tJiey are on 
station, however, they process effectively aU Immediate tactical air requests 
to I DASC. 

3. Aviation»   US Army Aviation support, especially that provided by the Uth GAG 
and D Troop, 17th Cav, was outstanding.    As US aviation assets diminish, Advisors 
are gradually restricting the use of US assets in favor of VNAF or use of ground 
transportation.    It should be noted, however, that as US assets continue to be 
withdrawn, a gap wlU exist in the Air Cavalry reconnaissance support, unless 
support is provided from VNAF sources, 

4. Engineer!   Engineer support for tee 3d Division combat elements is considered 
good.   All Engineer elements demonstrate an exceptional level of proficiency.   In 
addition to the usual flrebase construction and Improvements, one major engineer- 
ing project undertaken during operations in the Que Son Valley has been the 
construction of roads, bridges, and repairs to existing roadways In order to 
improve and maintain the Division MSR,   Or» problaa area that continually plagues 
engineering elements, as it does other units, is maintenance of vehicles.   Improve- 
ment is certainly required In this area, 

5. Other Operational Assets.    lh« 3d Division sensor prog re» has expanded 
significantly with the assumption of responsibility for operations in Quang Nam 
Province,   Especially noteworthy is the efficiency in control, utilisation, and 
technical competence of operators, as well as the proper employment of assets. 
Now, the Division has full responsibility for the conduct of sensor operations 
within its area of operations» to include planning, implants, resupply, monitor- 
ing, and coordination wit* unit» far appropriate tmetloal action. 

ANNEX I iCoRbat Sqpport) to Senior Advisor'» Debriefing »»port. 
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REGIMENTAL ASSESSMENTS 

1*    34. Hggjffienti 

a»   Leadership!    The Commanding Officer, LTC Hoanh, has demonstrated only 
fair leadership in directing elements of the Regiment,    He is well grounded 
in infantry tactics and utilizes fair judgment in employing these.   He 
willingly accepts full responsibility for his own actions and those of his 
subordinates.    The one leadership attribute that he coimpletely lacks is that 
of aggressiveness.    The 1st Battalion Commander, Major Nam, is a capable 
officer and practices the fundamentals of good leadership.   He exhibits 
excellent moral and character of strength, appears to have the courage of 
his convictions, and displays calmness under pressure.    The 2d Battalion 
Cormandsr, lijor Thao, has only recently assumed command of the unit (20 Jan 
72).   He seems to be a very capable officer and demonstrates the degree of 
alertness, intellectual honesty and courage required to command a unit in 
combat.    The 3d Battalion Commander, Major Tan, is considered to be the best 
battilion commander in the Regiment because of his past successful action. 
He is calm under pressure and exhibits the leadership attributes of enthusiasm 
and initiative, 

b. Personnel Management!   Personnel management within tho Regiment is 
good.    Considerable command emphasis is placed on accurate personnel 
accountability, 

c. Capability!   Both the 1st and 3d Battalions are capable of performing 
well in a combat situation, as has been amply demonstrated.    The 2d Battalion 
has performed well against VC forces, however, wh<*n INA forces are encountered, 
the Battalion folds at the first evidence of medium resistance, 

<*•    Evaluation!    The Regiment is fully capable of performing any assigned 
mission.    As far as the maneuver battalions are concerned, the 3d Battalion is 
the best battalion of the Regiment} the 1st Battalion is second} and the 2d 
Battalion is the weakest.    However, under the leadership of Major Thao, it is 
anticipated that improvement will be forthcoming, 

*• Adaciuacyt Tne Regiment has approximately 70* of its authorised TO&E 
equipment. From all indications, the personnel of the unit are well trained 
to perform assigned missions with the equipment currently on hand, 

f.    Requirementsi   Junior officers and NGO's assigned to the Regiment seem 
to lack the quality deemed necessary for individuals in their positions, 
Perhaps, the WO School established by the M vision will halp to alleviate a 
nortion of this problem, however, emphasis should also be placed on the develop- 
sent of .junior officers. 

2,   M 

a.   Leadership!   the Commanding Officer, LTC Vinh Bac, is intelligent. 
aggressive , and dependable,   H« has commanded the Regiment since A April 1972 

ANNEX J.    (Regimental Assessments) to Senior Advisor» Debriefing lieport. 
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With considerable success while rebuilding the unit from an ineffective status. 
He is only 30 years old, but has gained vast experience by serving 10 years 
(total service) in various leadership positions.    He should continue to 
perform well in his present position and he exceeds most in potential for 
hif-her command positions.    The 1st Battalion Commander, Major Kgo Viet Tirih, 
assumed command of one of the best battalions in the Rec-iment in October 1972. 
In a short period of time, he has demonstrated that he is one of the best 
commanders in the ^vision.    Major Tinh has accomplished the rare    f<£faf of leading 
his unit successfully in difficult combat situations while attaining extremely 
low AtJOL and desertion rates.    The 2d Battalion Commander, Major Vo Van Dat, has 
been in command since and prior to the enemy OMZ invasion in March 1972,    After 
the Regiment's defeat at the DMZ, he was the lone commander to rally his battalion 
and lead it from enemy held territory.    His battalion has been a consistent high 
performer and accomplished one of the Division's most noted successes involving 
the capture of Tien Phuoc in October 1972,    The 3d Battalion Corimander, Major 

■iguyen Van Chlnh, has been in command since December 1972 and has had little 
opportunity to desplay his abilities.    The 3d Battalion is rated as one of the 
poorest in the Division and Major Chinh was selected to command this unit due to 
his past performance as an able commander, 

b,    Personnel Managementt    Personnel management has improved from unsatis- 
factory, following disorganization of all I)ivision units in Ilay 1972, at Quang 
Trl, to satisfactory at the present time.    The ilegimenta?. 31 and Finance Officer 
are competent, and with considerable comnand guidance from the Division Commanding 
General and Regimental Go.Tiander, their performance has improved tremendously, 
While some actions are difficult to accomplish concurrent with continual, combat 
operations, improvement in all personnel functions have been noted, 

c»    Capabilityi    The 1st and 2d Battalions are capable of performing aU 
assigned missions.    The 3d Battalion has not performed adequately since September 
1972, however, with strong leadership, the battalion should perform satisfactorily 
in the future.    The Bagimental Reconnaissance Company has not adequately performed 
most missions and will not do so until a competent commander is assigned, 

d,    Evaluation!    The 1st and 2d Battalions perform well in all types of 
missions.    The 3d Battalion has functioned satisfactorily In security and rocket 
belt missions, but has not produced the desired results in the conduct of offensive 
operations.   Currant action being taken to bolster leadership in the 3d Battalion 
should eliminate this problem area, 

«•    Ad»jua,cyi   ill units possess the capability and experience to perform 
assigned missions.    Most necessary supplies and equipment have been provided to 
enable accomplishment of ground support missions, 

f.    Requirement*!   Junior officer tnd NGO«a of high quality are required in 
order to insure consistently high performance.   In some cases, however Battalion 
and Rögiaeat stiff offloers lack necessary exprrienc*.   Th«. unit has recovered 
from most essential equipment losses in Quang Trl, however, there are numerous 
items that reswln unreplaeeä and are required to enable full, ell around, TOE 
mission nerformanc®. 
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3.    57th -tsfliment: 

a«    Leadership!    The current Commanding Officer, LTD Pham The Vinh *.s an 
extremely intelligent, competent, and experienced comander.    He assumed 
command of the -Regiment in January 1973, and even though he has been with 
the Regiment for a short period of time, he exhibits a sincere concern for tne 
welfare of his troops and displays a thorough knowledge of all aspects of 
command,    Ke practices the fundamentals of good leadership and requires pro- 
ficiency in the basic skills of his individual soldiers.    The 1st Battalion 
Commarder, Major An, is a young aggressive and eager coriander.    He tends to be 
impulsive on occasion; however, he is a capable leader.    It should be notad, 
however,  that at tines, he tends to be over cautious which may be attributed to 
humanitarian feelings and the desire to sustain the least amount of casualties  as 
possible.    The 2d Battalion Coriander, Major Chaau, is a very capable officer am 
consistently displays the leadership abilities of knowledge, aggressiveness, and 
imagination.    His unit consistently displays discipline, high morale, esprit de 
corps, and proficiency.    The 3d Battalion Conmander, Major Pham Huu Ba, is a 
relatively new commander.    He assumed co mand of the battalion after its defeat 
by enemy foraes in the attack on ^ue Son,    He exhibits good leadership attributes 
and has had considerable success in the rebuilding and training of the battalion, 

b.    Personnel Management»    Personnel management has improved tremendously 
from unsatisfactory, following the *uang Tri defeat, to good.    However, 
continued improvement is required.    The Regiment has sound personnel management 
procedures and a liberal leave policy consistent with operational demands.    The 
;te:jinental Commander has  taken positive steps to reduce the units At-IOL and 
desertion rate.    These actions are exemplified by the fact that since assuming 
eommani, the AVJOL and desertion rate have been considerably reduced. 

c. Capability!    Sach of the three battalions are capable of performing their 
assigned missions.    Logistical' support provided by the Jegiment. has been good 
■ nd temporary shortages have not significantly effected the battalions capability 

a shoot, move, and communicate.    Conmand and control of subordinate units is 
considered adequate, 

d. Bvaluationi    The Regiment is capable of performing all of its assigned 
missions.    Of the maneuver battalions, the 2d Battalion is the best battalion in 
the Regiment; the 1st Battalion is second; and the 3d Battalion is the weakest, 
nov vor, under the able leadership of Major Ba, the 3d Battalion will improve 
considerably, 

e. Adequacy»    All units are adequately trained and equipped to perform their 
"O&a missions, 

f. Requirements»    The quality of junior officers and NCO's leaves a lot to 
be desired and, in a few cases, Regimental and Battalion staff officers are 
lacking in the necessary experience to accomplish assigned tasks.    Emphasis 
should be placed on the development of junior officers and KCO's, and placement 
of individuals with sufficient experience to staff positions. 
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«nBADQt;AnTKR*J 
MAW lAdvisory Team 155 

3d Infantry Divloion (ARVN) 
APO Sijn Franoiaoo 96349 

MACFH-3D-SA 13 Hovmta 1972 

SOOJECTi   Implioationi of the Reduction in Strength of Advisory 
Team 155* 

Ccwnander 
Pint Regional Assistance Ooamtad 
APO 963*9 

1«   The reduction of this Advisory Tea« by two-thirds will have a 
significant impact on ite capability to provide liaison with higher 
headquarters and simultaneously to provide advio« to the Cooftanoer 
and Stiff of the 3d Division.   A tost under aotuol operational 
conditions was conducted between 18 and 22 October 1972, to determine 
tho effect of the projected reduction.   During that period, the Tetra 
oporatod two TOC'sj one with tho Division Light CP at FSB BALDT arri 
the other at the Division Rear at Freedom Hill.   The tost revealed that 
this team, without augmentation, cannot operate two TOC's and still 
perform adequately its othor «signed functions.    In tho 96 hour coure« 
of the test, the two TOC'e were operated successfully, but there was 
no spare time in which to provide advice and assistance to the Division 
Staff.   This suggest« that anything beyond the Liaison funotion 
beoomes ell but impossible when the 15-raen teen is operating two 
Division level TOC't and continues to maintain three regimental level 
advisory cells. 

2.   Other findings wore revealod by the test.   These include the fact 
that reeoonably efficient operation of a division level advisor TOC can 
only be insured when no less than two personnel are on duty at all tlraee. 
Those individuals are required to perform the essential liaison functions 
(reporting information! assisting in securing clearances for U.S. TACAXR» 
"Stinger", "flighthawk" and gunahipoj coordinating ARC Light request«! 
etc).   Thus, round the clock oporatlons require that four of the nine 
pornonnsl available at Division level be employed exclusively in one TOO, 
When viewed in isolation, this ie an acceptable situation*   .Unfortunately» 
however, the 3d Division frequently finde it expedient to operate a 
forward taotical OP manned by the senior members of the General Staff. 
To maintain advisory effectiveness and to perform required, liaison et the 
location of the Division'• heaviest commitment, this requires that 'the 
Advisory Tea« establish a forward element to support thi« forward CP« 
IOC personnel suet »«company the Division Command Group.   Thi« «ill have 

Annex M (tetter to C3 FRAG, Subject Strengt* Rc*K>fi*"'> *n Senior Advisor's 
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the offset of leaving no «mo to oversee coordination of the UH 
contribution to the dofenie of tho Dattang Vital Area.    Unlike the 
past when sufficient strength w> available, it will not be poosible 
to maintain advinory pornonrv»! in DaNang to coordinate US and AflVII 
Hooktst l*eIt aotivitdea and to support üw Divinion Main CP.   ?sa two 
»an regimental adviaory tonm located at Hill 'j5 might perform this teak 
as an extremely ehort-torm stopgap.    ftovonV-two houra would be the 
maximm tino that tho roRlmontalj team oould porforra effootively.    If, 
however» all of the Division's regimonts are employed operationally ** 
some remove frun the City, coordination for defense of tho DaNang area 
nuat be aaaumod by some other hcAdquartorn. 

3*    Iri summary«   With aome strain and difficulty, Team 155 can accomplish 
all assigned tasks while opera tins one Advisory TOC.   If CO, 3d ARVN 
Divisioni decides to move his Comnand droup to a forward CP, Teom 155 
will deploy forward also.    In this manner, both the minnion of advising 
the Commander and Staff of tha 3d Division and of providing liaison with 
and coordination for higher headquarters can be accomplished.    If the 
tos» is required to operate two IOC's, one or the other of those important 
funotions wil*. be slighted. 

4.    Rooommendationt    That Commander, FRAG direot that a system be established 
whereby responsibility for coordination of TO tactical activity in the 
DaNang Rocket Belt, end clearance of fires associated therewith, be passed, 
when necessary, frcsi Advisory Team 155 to Quang Kam Sector advisory personnel« 
Alternatively, that the role be «earned.by Headquarters FRAG, 

CO* 

SA, Quang Ren Sector 

C, B. McCOID 
Colonel, Infantry 
Senior Advisor 
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MCFR-Of'    (27 Jail 73) 1st Ind 
SITBJECTt    Senior Officer Debriefing Report 

Headquarters, First Regional Assistance Command, APO 963l*9, 9 February 1973 

TIIATJs    Commander, IIS Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, ATTNs FACDO-U, 
APO 96222 

TO.        Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, ATTF: FOR OT 7JT, 
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C.    20310 

The Debriefing Report prepared by COL C.B. I'cCoid, Senior Advisor to the 
3rd Infantry Division (ARVN), has been reviewed by this headquarters and 
no additional comment is necessary. 

FCR WZ CCKMA:!DI3s 

CPT,  A3 
Adjutant General 
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HEADQUARTERS 
THIRD  REGIONAL  ASSISTANCE  COMMAND 

APO   SAN  FRANCISCO 9626« 

MACTR-CS 10 January 1973 

SUBJECT:   Senior Officer Debriefing Report of COL W. F. Ulmer, Jr., 
Senior Advisor to 5th ARVN Infantry Division (RCS CSFOR- 
74) 

TH RU: Commande r 
Third Regional Assistance Command 
APO San Francisco   96266 

Commander 
US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam 
ATTN:   MACDO-34 
APO San Francisco   96222 

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development 
ATTN:   FOR OT UT 
Department of the Army 
Washington, D. C.    20310 

1, This report is submitted as required by AR 525-14.    It contains 
observations and comments derived from my assignment as Senior 
Advisor to the 5th ARVN Infantry Division from 8 May - 21 December 
1972.    .».'he report is in four parts:   (a) overview of 5th ARVN Division 
activities; (b) assessment of 5th ARVN Division operations; (c) advisory 
philosophy and methods; and (d) considerations for future planning.    I 
assume that the readers of this paper are generally familiar with the 
advisory effort in Vietnam, the strategic and tactical environment in 
Vietnam in 1972, ARVN organization, and related pertinent background 
data. 

2. Overview of 5th ARVN Division Activities: 

a.   From May through mid-July the 5th ARVN Division continued 
its important role facing the major NVA attack into Binh Long Province. 
At An Loc the enemy massed firepower, used antiaircraft weapons in 
significant numbers, employed several dozen tanks, and ultimately 
expended the bulk of three divisions in an unsuccessful attempt to over- 
come the stubborn ARVN defense.    Massive US air support was a key 
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SUBJECT:   Senior Officer Debrfefing Report of COL W. F. ULMER, JR., 

Senior Advisor to 5th ARVN Infantry Division (RCS CSFOR- 
74) 

factor in this campaign.   The division lost several hundred killed and 
over 3, 000 wounded or missing.   Major equipment losses included 
26 howitzers,  140 trucks, and more than 50 tracked vehicles.    (Details 
of this battle, which approached what we term mid-intensity conventional 
warfare, can be found in the MACV after action report on the Binh Long 
Campaign.) 

b. July through September saw the division performing security 
operations in Binh Duong, Hau Nghia, and lower Binh Long Provinces. 
Re-equipping and retraining proceeded on schedule, with particular 
emphasis on the 9th Regiment and the 1st Armd Cav Squadron, those 
units having been decimated in the Loch Ninh battle in April. 

c. In October, enemy pressure increased as peace talks were 
revitalized, and division activities included several important road 
and hamlet clearing operations from the division base camp at Lai Khe 
south along highway 13 to the Bien Hoa provincial border.   Li November 
and December units were continuously repositioned in an attempt to 
provide security to routes and villages and to locate an elusive enemy 
whose capabilities for sustained offensive operations had been weakened 
severely. 

3.   Assessment of 5th ARVN Division Operations. 

a.   General Posture.   At this writing the 5th ARVN Division seems 
to enjoy a relatively good reputation within Military Region III.   As a 
unit the division is more confident and effective than it was several 
months ago, and possibly is better than it ever has been.   This improved 
capability resulted from recent extended combat experience and the 
arrival of several senior officer replacements who are more competent 
and aggressive than their predecessors.   The division can operate without 
a US advisory team in attendance, although the small US team remaining 
still enhances effectiveness to some degree.   The division would be in a 
significantly better state of combat readiness had it not suffered severe 
battle losses among experienced NCO's and company grade officers. 
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Senior Advisor to 5th ARVN Infantry Division (RCS CSFOR- 
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The present division commander is simply outstanding.    He and the likes 
of him will save the country - if the system can regularly identify and 
promote such competent and dedicated professionals. 

b.   Dependence on Non-Divisional Resources.    The TOE provides 
a relatively self-sustaining and balanced divisional structure.    VNAF 
fixed wing close air support is excellent when available.    VNAF helicopter 
support is erratic,  sometimes excellent but more often unsatisfactory. 
The VNAF choppers operate as an independent force usually impervious 
to the pleac or threats of ARVN commanders.    Placing helicopter units 
in VNAF instead of within ARVN was a basic mistake.   Not providing 
RVNAF with some form of air cavalry unit leaves a big gap in ARVN 
reconnaissance capability. 

c*    Effectiveness of the Division Staff.   ARVN staffs are usually 
intimidated by the commander,  respond to his initiatives but not to 
their own, and carry a hefty share of deadwood.    The 5th ARVN Division 
fftaff is no exception; however, great strides have been made.   The staff 
has practiced and improved its functioning over the past months of heavy 
combat.    The present division commander exploits staff capability to a 
greater degree than did the commander he replaced in September 1972. 
The staff now gets out to look around, but would resort to isolating itself 
with maps and radios if given the opportunity.   Staff supervision has 
improved but requires continuous command prodding.    Coordination 
among staff section is fair and improving.    G2 now works closely enough 
to FSCC and G3 to permit prompt reaction to intelligence although the 
true initiative to act still comes from the commander himself.   G2 does 
not give enough attention to directing the collection effort.    The Gl was 
until recently merely an undermanned briefing section but now with an 
upgraded complement and the daily interest of the commander that section 
stimulates some interest in the gamut of personnel activities.    The G4 
section learned a lot in the Binh Long campaign, but is not quite up to 
influencing tactical decisions before the fact.    The psywar section has 
been given a new lease on life and gets daily attention, although they 
remain behind the power curve and continue being a day late and a dollar 
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Senior Advisor to 5th ARVN Infantry Division (RCS CSFOR- 
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short.    The division Artillery section is technically competent but falls 
short of effective staff action because of failure to supervise the execution 
of orders.   In general the staff is perfectly competent to get the job done, 
and - their predilection for passivity notwithstanding - they will give the 
division commander whatever support he demands.    They are individually 
and collectively more effective than they were six months ago.    G2 is the 
strongest and Gl is the weakest.    A chronic neglect of Gl activities is 
in my mind the weakest link ir. the ARVN, and the seemingly universal 
failure to adequately attend to selection, promotion,  reassignment, 
leave and pass policies, and utilization of trained assets remains the 
major flaw in the total system. 

d. Command and Cooperation Among Units.   ARVN seems to relish 
complicated command arrangements with responsibilities and headquarters 
so intermixed that nobody knows who is in charge.   This usually happens 
when non-divisional task forces are placed under operational control of 
the division.   Orders keep mentioning that one unit will work "in coordina- 
tion with" another unit, with nobody in firm command.   Within the division 
tliis is not now a problem, although the care and feeding of attached units 
•-ontinues to be an internal as well as external problem.   In the same vein 
is the problem of non-cooperation with adjacent units.   Boundaries are 
aacrosanct and many ARVN officers apparently feel no moral responsibility 
sor what is happening next door.   Fortunately, the better commanders 
recognize this pitfall among subordinates and make special efforts to 
stimulate coordination among adjacent units.   And when there is a mix 
of type units - Ranger, Armor, Airborne, etc., the problem is com- 
pounded.   Parent "commands" such as Armor Command exert influence 
a personnel and technical matters even within divisional units, and 

thia influence seems to be unfailingly bad. 

e. Ability to Move, Shoot, and Communicate.   The 5th ARVN 
Jivision continues to communicate better than any US division I know 
of.   Logistical and airmobile movements are done well enough, although 
control of troops on a PZ under fire still has a high potential for a mob 
rcene.   Fire an«', maneuver is a long and complex story, and there is 
great variation among units in the degree of effectiveness.   Firepower 
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is often used instead of maneuver.    This has little to do with technical 
capability, although through disuse the 60mm and 81mm capability of 
some units atrophies, and artillery procedures get sloppy if command 
attention "waivers.   Nor does it have very much to do with the US Army's 
example of using maximum firepower to minimize casualties, although 
■we have to take some of the blame for the atop-and-wait-for-air syndrome. 
Maneuver on the battlefield requires personal leadership, whereas fire 
support requires primarily technical skill.    Fundamentally, ARVN 
minimizes the field leadership task whenever possible by transferring 
responsibility to the next higher echelon.    The vehicle for this transfer 
process is the availability of artillery and air support.   Where leader- 
ship is good, maneuver takes place in proper relationship to firepower; 
otherwise, fire support is substituted.    The performance of armor in 
the division is a special case.    Routinely it is not used well although 
the NYA/VC fear it.    Tank direct fire was used recently along highway 
13 with good results.   But usually the commander hesitates to expose 
his vehicles to enemy fire, attacks with a single - vehicle front, and 
does not move rapidly.    Lost opportunity for success is difficult to 
measure and cannot be neatly tallied on c briefing chart.   Materiel 
losses are highly visible, and pressure to avoid them seems too often 
to stifle aggressiveness in armor units. 

f.   Small Unit Tactics and Techniques.   The last six months have 
taken a heavy toll of experienced NCO's and aggressive junior officers. 
That is the source of most tactical problems.   While unit confidence is 
quite high, there is still inadequate confidence in battalion organic 
weaponry.   Eighty-one millimeter mortars are rarely used in the 
offensive.   Use of small pa*-ols, use of stay-behind forces, and conduct 
of operations at night must be increased.   The NVA/VC still think the 
nights belong to them.   Still, infantry operations are increasingly 
effective and the use of tactical air, artillery, and even tank fire was 
well Integrated with maneuver during the many successful operations 
during the past month,   Sven after the bitter lessons at An Lee some 
artillery batteries fmü to provide adequate overhead cover for ammuni- 
tion.   Regarding tactics and technique«, it is noteworthy that a great 
disparity exists among units.   One artillery battery that is screwing 
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fuzes in by hand and therefore experiencing a high aud rate will be alongside 
a battery where fuse wrenches are always used and brass is policed.   In 
other words, the "how to do it" is available within the organisation, and 
when command pressure is applied there are few things that a company 
or battery cannot do correctly, 

g.    Individual and Unit Training.    The division training center now 
provides a ten-week basic infantry training course with 1, 100 trainees 
in attendance.    The operation is fair overall, on a scale of good-fair-poor, 
and it is a pity that after ten years of US advice on training that we are 
still discovering some of the same flaws in ARVN training that we were 
discovering in the early 1960's.   Here again the real problem has been 
the unwillingness to divert competent leaders from the battlefield to the 
training field.    Unit retraining at company level (such as the two-week 
exercises being conducted by a US-ARVN training team) is needed and 
should be a continuing program. 

h.    Supply and Maintenance.    BG Lieh, the Division Commander, has 
made astounding progress since September in improving the two arer.s 
needing greatest attention:   personnel management and logistics.    They 
will continue to require command attention.    All supply systems need 
pressure from both ends, and subordinates in ARVN «nits don't yell loud 
enough when requisitions are not filled.   Units are reluctant to turn vehicles 
in for repair because they would rather have a truck on hand with a leaky 
radiator thar. have no truck at all because the maintenance system somehow 
never seems to get the truck back to them.    On tb« supply economy side, 
there is none among the soldiers except that which is meticulously enforced. 
1 can see no generalised progress whatsoever—from 1964 when I was an 
ARVN Infantry Regimental Advisor until today»regarding the typical 
soldier's inattention to field sanitation or conservation of resources.   His 
view of the universe is such that these acts are» in his military environ- 
ment, unnatural.   On the other hand, ARVN soldier« will respond both 
tactically and administratively if they think their leaders are serious 
about something.   If, a« in some cases, there is a self-oriented staff 
officer on one end of the supply system, and a long-suffering fatalist on 
the other, only the constant attention of a dedicated and compassionate 
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commander can make the system work.    We must continue to interest 
all ARVN commanders in logistics details.    This interest must be 
generated from the top. 

*•    The Infantry Regiments.    All three regiments can do the job 
although the 9th is still stumbling periodically—with a few NVA out- 
foxing companies led by inexperienced ARVN lieutenants.    The commanders 
are basically sound, the executive officers good, the staffs weak and a bit 
weary.    Company commanders vary but are generally dependable and 
sometimes highly aggressive.    But one good officer is about all that is 
left in each company and when he is absent everything stops.    Desertion 
rates continue to be typically high, and that will continue until personnel 
policies and good junior leaders catch up with the legitimate needs of 
the troops.    The infantry battalions are still putting more than 400 men 
in the fiald which is the best in the division's history.    Most units are 
equipped quite well; however, there are shortages of PRC-25 radios and 
compasses,  and one or two men in each platoon wear steel helmets with- 
out the benefit of helmet liners. 

j.    The Artillery.    Division artillery could use a more aggressive 
commander.    One battalion commander and a couple of the executive 
officers are outstanding by any standards; one is steady but slow; one is 
probably a crook; and one is a coward.    When the commanders are straight 
so are the units.    Unsupervised from above, the artillery soon gets sloppy: 
wire is not laid to the gun positions,   registration is not conducted, ammuni- 
tion is unprotected,  and antennae are not properly assembled.    Good SOP's 
do not exist.    Units rely too heavily on engineer support to improve their 
positions.    The officers are well schooled but the units need refresher 
training to compensate for combat losses of many personnel.    Counter- 
battery operations are improving but I know of no good system for locating 
individual enemy guns or rocket launchers.    In summary the artillery 
could be a lot better but still provides relatively reliable support and puts 
a lot of explosive on the target, with ©very round fired accounted for in 
briefings at least once a day. 
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k.    The Engineers.    Generally, the unit does well.   Division staff 
cannot seem to stop the habit of tasking the engineers to provide a bull- 
dozer here and a bulldozer there instead of giving the battalion a mission 
and letting the battalion commander select the equipment to be used.    The 
xinit is short dump trucks (because of maintenance backlog based in part 
on a shortage of repair parts) as well as experienced officers.    The 
shortages seem equally important although the commander is more 
concerned with the trucks. 

1.    The Cavalry Squadron.   Since their defeat at Loch Ninh the 
squadron has been piecemealed and generally unmobile.   I am not sure 
A-hat it can do.    New and then a platoon bursts forth with a surge of 
:?hock action, but routinely the performance of ARVN armor is unimpressive. 

4.    Advisory Philosophy and Methods: 

a. Division Combat Assistance Team Staffing.   In early May the 
DCAT consisted of 35 officers and men.   As of mid-December the team 
had 10 personnel authorized and 13 assigned, with three of the officers 
crving as regimental advisors.    For this stage of Vietnamization, DCAT 
rength of 10-15 is about right, understanding that at least half of the 

> ifort must be devoted to nonadvisory housekeeping and recording chores. 
Everybody remains fascinated with current tactical operations, where 
advice to ARVN is least necessary and the effects most transitory.    Team 
staffing and daily emphasis had to be refocused to ensure that US expertise 
in personnel systems and logistic8--where in fact ARVN's needs are 
greatest—was being employed. 

b. Situational Realities and Advisory Philosophy. 

(1)   In general, as US resources in support of ARVN operations dwindle, 
3i. Joes US influence in the field,   (A say "in general" because there are a 
few advisor-counterpart relationships where mutual respect and congruence 
of professional objectives result in considerable US influence on a person- 
to-person basis--quite apart from the more typical quid pro quo basis.) 
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(2) ARVN is a personality-oriented institution.    Because of obvious 
cultural and political factors, the institutionalization of ARVN has never 
taken place sufficiently for a commonly understood professional ethic to 
have taken hold.    The local organization is what the local leader is.    The 
organization remains personality-responsive,  not system-responsive. 
Accordingly, the effectiveness of elements of the 5th ARVN Division is 
subject to either rapid deterioration or to swift improvement if and when 
V.ey leaders are change 

(3) Years ago in the advisory business we should have addressed 
separately the two basic components of organizational functioning: 
technical skill and motivation.    Our advisory effort should have handled 
these two items consciously and explicitly as different animals, with 
differing expectations of susceptibility to US methods of training and 
influence.    Instead, we often pushed hard-skill training as a solution for 
motivational problems; and sometimes we asked ARVN to get the job 
done by their trying harder when in fact the technical expertise required 
to do the job had not yet been developed.    We have always overestimated 
our ability to create within ARVN a motivational base which was self- 
sustaining.    (With a few exceptions, the abiding loyalties of all but the 
most westernized Vietnamese are to their families and to the first 
supervisor in the chain of command who reflects the trappings of tradi- 
tional oriental authority.)   In any commentary on ARVN strengths and 
weaknesses we must distiuguish clearly between those shortcomings 
which are skill-deficient and therefore reasonably amenable to change, 
and those shortcomings which are motivationally-deficient and therefore 
less amenable to rapid change through US influence. 

c.    Advisory Functions in 1972,    At the present time we are performing 
three functions in order of importance as follows: 

(1) We provide a psychological boost as representative of the US 
commitment to the Republic of Vietnam. 

(2) We assist in the employment of air assets (much of this assistance 
is still essential because US aircrews are being employed). 

& 
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(3)   Wo provide advice on staff planning,  current operations,  and 
technical matters to our counterparts.    (In this latter function we serve 
as an auxiliary staff to the commander,  and thereby compensate to some 
degree for the reluctance of ARVN staff officers to isolate problems, to 
initiate alternative solutions, and to propose unsolicited ideas to their 
commander. ) 

^•    Considerations for Future Planning: 

a. US Army Weapons and Techniques.    In the Binh Long Campaign 
and particularly in the battle for An i_.    the three NVA divisions were 
backed by armor (T54 tanks mostly, with a few PT76, ZSU, and BTR's), 
light and medium artillery,  and antiaircraft weapons (51 Cal,  23mm, 
37mm).    The tanks wer? employed in such a sloppy, amateurish manner 
that they really didn't amount to much more than good targets and psycho- 
logical rallying points for our friendly troops.    (Most of the three dozen 
tanks knocked out within the town of An Loc were destroyed by ARVN 
soldiers using M72's at short range; cobras got a couple; 105mm direct 
fire got a couple; fixed wing US and VNAF tac air got a couple; and a 
couple got stuck in bomb craters. )   The enemy artillery was extremely 
effective and our attempts to locate and destroy these weapons were never 
fully satisfactory.    We need a portable or aircraft-mounted device for 
locating enemy artillery and mortarn.    The NVA also used antiaircraft 
weapons effectively, and a dozen or üO weapons ringing An Loc caused 
significant degradation of both fixed wing and rotary wing operations - 
with helicopters having real difficulty operating above and in and out of 
An Loc from late April until mid-June.    Antiaircraft techniques and counter 

. ntiaircraft techniques deserve hard study as we plan for future mid- 
intensity operations. 

b. Advisory Priorities.   ARVN units, for reasons previously 
mentioned and for other reasons well known, are hypersensitive to the 
quality and attitude of officer leaders.    It is now late in the game, but 
continuing attention to personnel matters - particularly officer selectio 
assignment, schooling, and promotion is essential for long term indep*       nt 
Ifectiveness - or even survivability--o/ ARVN. 
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c. The Problem, of Institutional Memory.   We seem to keep redis- 
covering the wheel.   I have seen techniques "discovered" in 1972 that we 
"discovered" in 1963.   And the 1963 discovery was probably not the first 
one.   Short tour lengths, enthusiastic advisors who might sometimes 
erroneously equate their unit's progress with the magnitude and dedication 
of their own efforts, a complex military and sociological problem, a 
reporting system that often emphasized only good news, and most of all 
a weak communications link between one generation of advisors and 
another,  resulted in awesome inefficiencies as -well as monumental 
successes.    The solution to this perennial difficulty rests in a number 
of different programs, many of which appear to be starting with the 
new OPMS.    Greater use of officer special career fields, longer tours 
for advisors, promulgation of criteria by which advisor efficiency is 
evaluated, and an overseas assignment procedure which permits some 
overlap between departing and arriving officers may improve the situation. 

d. Advisory Duty as a Learning Experience.   I would not want a 
steady diet of advisory assignments.    Yet I cannot think of a duty other 
than a field advisory assignment in -which the re is such extensive 
simultaneous learning about human beings in general, yourself in 
particular, a foreign army, and indirectly the US Army. 

W, F. ULMER, JR. 
Colonel, GS 
Chief of Staff 
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1.    The observations and impressions contained in this report are 
compiled from close daily contact with divisional counterparts in 
forward field command posts during a period of intensive combat 
operations.    Other than the Division Training Center conduct of 
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individual training for basic replacements,  none of the Divisional 
Combat Units were permitted the luxury of withdrawal from combat 
operations to conduct refresher  or  operational readiness training. 
Improvements in tactics,  techniques,  and combat proficiency were 
accomplished on-the-job. 

2. On 11 June 1972, the 7th Division was committed to the Elephant's 
Foot area of Cambodia to stop the advance of the NVA 5th and 6th 
Divisions.     Through the month of July the Division was committed 
in this area with three regiments on line in a more or less con- 
ventional posture.     Air support,  both tactical close air and B-52 
strikes,   were used extensively.     Introduced in this phase of opera- 
tions by the enemy was the SA-7 surface to air missile.   The Divi- 
sion lost some 13 aircraft,  to include 2 Senior Advisor helicopters 
shot down by 51 caliber fire trying to avoid SA7's,   and a US Fac 
shot down by an SA7.     This required a modification of technique of 
employment of aircraft as opposed to a change in tactics.     The 
Fac's simply flew higher,  used binoculars to spot targets,   and lost 
no effectiveness.     The helicopters flew lower,   generally over secure 
roads or routes,   and bypassed where possible known areas of SA 
firings.     Joy-riding VR's of the area of operations became a luxury 
not affordable. 

3. By the end of July the enemy had disengaged in this area and 
had withdrawn to regroup in Cambodia after suffering over 3,654 KIA 
and 54 captured.     Success in combat was a catalyst for the division 
and they actively sought contact in an expanded area of operations in 
Cambodia from the Parrot's Beak west to Cai Cai,   and in Vietnam 
included Kien Tuong and Kien Phong Provinces.   Because of the magni- 
tude of the area of operations,  the enemy attempted and to a degree 
was successful  in infiltrating and by-passing the Division through the 
Plain of Reeds.     The US Air Cavalry Platoons were utilized to assist 
in reconnaissance and screening of the area which was by this time 
flooded from the rising Mekong.     Complicating the problem of loca- 
tion and detection of enemy infiltration was the fact that the Plain of 
Reeds,   when flooded,   serves as a gigantic fishing hole for the locals 
and all the sampans flew the yellow flags of South Vietnam.      In ?.n 
attempt to overcome this,   the Reconnaissance Companies of the Divi- 
sion were issued sampans for mobility and the VNAF light fire teams 
(two gunships and a C & C) would fly low-level reconnaissance over 
the fiching sampans.    This technique was extremely successful and 
the area southeast of Cai Cai is dotted with destroyed VC sampans 
and earned the nickname Sampan Alley. 
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4. Artillery support during this period in the Mekong Delta/Plain of 
Reeds area of operations required movement of guns,   ammunition, and 
personnel by air most of the time.     All supplies to the units in Cam- 
bodia and west of Moc Hoa were also made by air.     Complete coordi- 
nation was necessary to insure the resupply of the Division with the 
limited air assets available.     Supply discipline,  to include rigid adher- 
ance to the prescribed ASR,  was enforced.    Detailed reconnaissance 
and site selection were mandatory to insure that positions remained 
above water or were moved ahead of the flood.     In spite of all these 
problems in normal fire support,   the Division artillery provided mobile 
training teams to organic units and sector artillery to train forward 
observers and gun crews. 

5. By command emphasis and coordination the assets of the Navy and 
Air  Force were integrated closely throughout the Division AO to pro- 
vide tactical and logistical support.     Armored personnel carriers of the 
Division Cavalry Squadron were transported around the flooded Plain of 
Reeds and up the Mekong River into Cai Cai by the Navy and were 
successfully employed in Cambodian operations to the surprise of the 
enemy.     Both day an': night naval patrols of the major canal systems 
were instituted to counter enemy infiltration and ammunition resupply 
runs were made by the Navy to artillery positions adjacent to the 
canals. 

6. In October,   the 7th Division AO was further expanded to include the 
area from the Mekong River south of Neak Loeang,   Cambodia,   east to 
the tip of the Parrot's Beak and the Kien Phong ard Kien Tuong Pro- 
vinces of Vietnam.     The area was split with one regiment east of Svay 
Rieng and one west operating in Cambodia and the other regiment oper- 
ating in RVN.     To tax the command control and resupply systems fur- 
ther,   the regiment in Cambodia west of Svay Rieng had to be resupplied 
by a combination of air and naval assets; the regiment east was resup- 
plied by APC's traveling cross-country,   and the regiment in Vietnam 
was supported over existing road and canal combinations. 

7. The tactical capabilities and successes of the Division continued to 
improve so that by mid-December the Division area of operations was 
further expanded to include Dinh Tuong and Go Cong Provinces,   arid the 
14th and 15th Regiments were attached.     Enemy operations during this 
entire period ran the gamut from harrassment by fire to squad-sized 
flurries to NVA regimental size operations.    The Division reaction to 
contact was immediate,  to include artillery and air fire support and 
movement of reinforcing units.    There have been no incidents of over- 
run OS's or units and the ledger reflects a most favorable friendly/enemy 
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kill ratio of 7,718 enemy to 613 friendly for the period 11 June 1972 
to 24 January 1973. 

8.    The 7th Infantry Division (ARVN) is considered the best division 
in the Mekong Delta and probably in the Vietnamese Army.   The Divi- 
sion has performed in a superior fashion over an extended period of 
time and now can move,   shoot,   communicate, and fight on a par with 
the best of the US combat divisions. 

4m&rJr&&*~J* "Wl' 
Colonel,   Infantry 
Senior Advisor 
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1. (U) The following report is submitted in accordance with AR 525-14» dated 
2 Jul 71. Professional judgements expressed in this report are my own and in 
most cases are supportable by specific, personal, direct experiences. 

2. (U) Commentary is limited primarily to tactical operations at Division/ 
Province and lower levels, including both RVNAF and US operations and the US 
Advisory effort.   Experiences related here were derived during a period of high 
operational intensity, to include the «introduction of US air and naval gun- 
fire support and concurrent rapid, significant US tactical advisory strength 
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9TH INFANTRY. DIVISION (ARV») 

(C) During 1972, the 9th Div accomplished all of its assigned missions 
in the various areas of operations. Although suffering some local defaats 
(heavy casualties to a fsw maneuver battalions), it always recovered and 
continued operations. 

(C) Organization and operation of ARVK units is one echelon below the intended 
organization. That is« battalions are run like companies, regiments like 
battalions and the division like an over sized brigade, i.e: division plans 
regimental operations. Below rifle company level there is little formal 
organization. This is predicated on several factors: 

- lack of numbers and qualified ftCO'3 and junior officers, 

- lack of "paddy" strength in maneuver battalions (60-70/0 TOE), 

- constant turnover of personnel due to casualties« desertions. 

(C) Maintenance of strength throughout the year was adequate from point of 
numbers with maneuver battalions fluctuating somewhere between 350 and 450 
present for operations in the field. Casualties and desertions produced an 
unacceptable level of turnover in units. Desertions in the 9th Division were 
probably encouraged by the mobile x-ole of the division. In addition, as losses 
were replaced by a greater percentage of former deserters who repeated, the 
probability of incurring high desertion rates increased. The desertion problem 
is an amalgam of such deep-seated factors as the national will, quality of 
leadership, education and discipline of the population; therefore, the problem 
will take generations to solve and is largely beyond the capability of RVJuAF 
to solve complete!,-' internally. 

(c>   leadership in the 9th Division is a major problem in that leaders are 
inadequate in numbers and quality. Typically there is a very thin strata of 
excellent officers at each echelon. In this case, an excellent division 
commander (and atypically) an excellent Ai£, excellent regimental commanders, 
and a majority of battalions with excellent commanders, unfortunately, each 
echelon is about one deep in excellence. In addition to contributing to over 
centralization in decision making, the situation presses commanders to use 
subordinate leaders until they are killed or worn out. Currently A8VN (and 
the 9th Div is no exception) cannot get aheaa of tht leadership requirement. 
curve, since UOTu  supplies district, province, RF, police and other leaders 
ai.J staffs as w«ll as trying to staff its own recently expanded, leader-short, 
force and concurrently replace casualties. 

- The effects of leader starvation are seen most vividly at the maneuver 
b&ttalion level, where large groups of young replacement» axe controlled with 
a thin leader veneer. The units become very fragile, tending to lack aggres- 
siveness, responsiveness to command, and over-all integrity when faced with, 
say, a surprise attack. They have disintegrated when the battalion or company 
commander became casualties. 

- Leaders above battalion level, particularly at regiment, do not visit 
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or get on the ground enough with the battalions. It is difficult for regimen- 
tal commanders to control and visit widely dispersed units; however, it can be 
done in most areas by helicopter, road, boat, or walking. Currently, in the 
9th Div, the troops in the field are visited more by the Division Commander 
than by the regimental commanders. 

(C) Command and control 

- Command and control is over centralized and compartmented. In view of 
current leadership shortage some centralization is required. 

- The formation of temporary task forces of RP/PP and regular forces 
operating in the same objective area is an essential but apparently difficult 
concept for some Vietnamese to execute. The practice is generally to draw a 
boundary between adjacent forces allowing the multiple chains of cor .and to 
exist and operate on a "cooperative" basis. This technique denies unity of 
command and seriously hampers fire support and maneuver coordination. It also 
tends to waste assets, as individual forces search the same areas in rotation 
rather than a large area at one time. 

(c) Mobility of the division xs excellent. It has demonstrated the capability 
to move battalions from area to area by boat, air, foot, truck and a combination 
of these. The division has shown an excellent capability to move in its 
entirety from area to area, having changed AO three times in one year 

(c) Maneuver of division elements is less than desireable in many cases. A 
product of middle leadership shortage, battalions go generally where they are 
instructed to go;  however, they may be careless in flank security, move too 
quickly on too narrow a front, not move to contact and fail to pursue. There 
seems to be an unwritten rule that pursuit and assaults will be delayed until 
maximum air and artillery has been applied, to the other hand, some of the 
best results have been attained when weather has prevented the application of 
close air support, and the battalions have conducted assaults early after 
contact. Contributing factors to the AMN maneuver problem are troop fatigue 
caused by excessively heavy individual equipment loads borne in the field, by 
excessive time in continuous operations, and by reluctance to incur casualties. 

(c) Fire support and firepower in general is employed on as massive a scale 
as possible; often over employed. Is general, the organization and application 
of artillery and air support is excellent. Mortars and recoilless rifles are 
carried in the field by maneuver units. During the period of this report, 
artillery ammunition consumption has improved (lessened) markedly because of 
limitations placed on artillery by ammunition shortages. 

(Cy VM? clos ajr support is outstanding, possibly the best in the world for 
accurate precision bombing. VKA? helicopter support and organisation are 
suffering problem» to be expected in any newly formed operating unit. Per- 
formance is dependant largely on the personal motivations and discipline of 
each VNAF pilot, hence quality of support and responsiveness is extremely 
uneven. The sense of mission is not fully developed in this helicopter force; 
however, the trend has been one of improvement. Specific problems include such 
things as: 
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- failing to fly over "hot" areas even when directed to do so by the 
ground commander. 

- a lack of comprehension among many VaAF personnel of what the average 
"paddy" soldier does and what he has to face in accomplishing his mission. 

- not being flexible enough to report at unusually early or late times for 
specific operations and refusing to forego or postpone the lunch period in order 
to accomplish the mission. Vi»»P medical evacuation has a notoriously low 
responsiveness to ground force requirements often failing to accomplish the 
evacuation mission at all or doing so days after required. 

- Division and regimental commanders feel a sense of frustration at this 
situation. There is a channel through which complaints (and compluaeEts) can 
be expressed and this is being U3ed. Ground commanders see little they can do 
personally and observe that the corrective system is slow. 

(c) Training 

- Operational readiness training within the division was limited primarily 
because the 1972 VC/i»VA offensive required maneuver and fire support units to 
be nearly 100 percent committed to combat operations. 

- The Division Commander fully supported the training effort and consis- 
tently filled quotas for programmed leader, specialist and unit refresher 
training. The Division Training Center, cited as being one of the best in the 
RVN, is well managed and is producing acceptable training. This is largely due 
to the Division Commander's emphasis and interest iu training. 

(c) Communications within the 9th Division was excellent. The system was 
employed in a variety of situations, moat including extended distance between 
stations. By a flexible use of relay points, "juäp" CP's and other techniques, 
the inherent capabilities of the communications equipment were exploited to a 
maximum. 

(C) Suppfo of critical major items has sot been a problem for the 9th Division. 
The division is and has been short of some wheeled vehicles; however, shortages 
such as these have not affected combat capabilities. Some items of individual 
clothing and equipment such as helmet liners have oa occasion been in short 
supply. In moat cases these have been nation wide shortages. In mid 1972, 105 
ammunition .became critically short country wide; however, the resulting drasti- 
cally reduced authorised ASR did not impair operations. In fact, over all, the 
reduction in firing may have been beneficial by reducing H&I fires and intro- 
ducing a certain amount of fire discipline which had been lacking in the system. 

(C) ÜsJalbattaB fit BttBllU *» accomplished by all means available and has 
rarely presented a critical problem. The system is flexible and somewhat 
complicated hut logiaticiana and commanders «re generally skillful in using it. 

(C) Maintenance of major items remained «t acceptable levels. Weapons such as 
M113 and artillery were maintained at US levels while many wheeled vehicles, 
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although kept naming, would have been deadlined by Uo standards. Lower level 
maintenance tends to be pushed up an echelon or two, with much operator and 
organizational maintenance being performed at division and higher levels. 
Although generally adequate to meed the demands placed upon it during the 1972 
offensive, the maintenance system suffers from tuen problems as: 

- reluctance on the part of commanders to turn unrepairable vehicles in. 

- uneven ability to obtain tires, batteries and other high use itraas. 

- avoiding the system by taking vehicles "on the market" to get more 
timely repairs. 

- inability to obtain parts for low use items because demand has not been 
established for them (bulldozer road wheels). 

- maintenance of individual and crew-served infantry weapons re&ained 
generally high. Individuals took good care of weapons even under adverse condi- 
tions in the field (chest high water operations). Some items of individual 
equipment such as helmet liners., ponchos, webbing, etc. were not well suited 
to withstand the constant immersion and rotting induced by Delta water opera- 
tions. In addition some items such as ponchos found usg in many unintended 
although necessary roles: body bag, shelter half, raft skin, etc.. Considering 
these factors in additicn to the high personnel turnover rate, unusual replace- 
ment rates for some items were experienced. 

(c) Medical services in the 9th Div wer« good. Units were evenly covered by 
professional personnel; although, the medic per man ratio was soaeuhat lower 
than the US experience. US advisory personnel depended on initial ARVN 
nedical care and in every case it was found to be excellent, Kedevac was» 
accomplished by all means. In some cares, the combat situation prevented 
timely evacuation. Aerial medevac by VÄAF was sporadic, scarce end often 
untimely. The situation is a product of interservice coordination problems 
and the developing «.apabilities of a young helicopter for^e. 

(C) &v;ineer support vas responsive and effective although not enough to meet 
requirements. The 9th Division, being the mobile division in the Corps, 
«positioned m&ny times into new areas of operation. This created a massive 
requirement for engineer supported fire base construction, which, with other 
requirements, over loaded the division engineer». Konetheless, they were 
employed intensively «ad efficiently. 

(C,1 IntelHieenee system ia comprehensive, complicated and therefore difficult 
to manage. The 9th Division intelligence system is properly organised and 
equipped. In the main, intelligence personnel «re ätnowledgesble in intelligence 
techniques sad the use of technical intelligence resources such as RDF. 
Division troops depend on both the 9th Division and GW, systems to produce 
intelligence on VC/NVA dispositions. The total intelligence output is generally 
accurate; however, it is rarely timely enough to insure a high probability of 
contacts in the field. On several occasions, hard information was produced and 
within a few hours troops eosmtted «ad contacts mad«. These cases were 
primarily FW's reporting the locutions of units which they had left only hours 
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US ADVISORY/COMBAT SUPPORT OPERATIONS 

(c) The long line of US advisors who have worked to produce a strong, 
viable RVNAF can look with great pride on their accomplishments. During the 
final phases of the effort, it was a major objective of the 9th Division 
Advisory Team to insure that when the mission was completed, the officers and 
men of both the 9th Division and the advisory team could with mutual respect 
and admiration part with a sense of mission well done. The following selected 
observations are provided to give insights into areas which need improvement, 
possibly for future Army advisory assistance missions. 

(C) Fire support 

-US tactical and £-52 support made distinct contributions to the success- 
ful accomplishment of 9th Division missions. Close air was accurate and well 
directed; however, rules governing its use, and lack of certainty of availa- 
bility both restricted its use and tended to require the scheme of maneuver to 
support the fire support means. Rules of engagement were well founded and 
necessary; however, in most instances they were over strictly applied. 

(°) Advisory assistance 

-A "we-they" advisory relationship was too much in play between some 
American tactical unit and province advisors who rather consistently maligned 
regular force units and operations. This was an initial impression which, as 
time passed and the Division Advisory Team moved frei one Aü to the next, was 
confirmed. 

-In many respects Americans continued to be overinvolved in what should 
have been by then RVMF and Vietnamese operations. For example, there was a 
reluctance, particularly prevalent among province advisory groups and in some 
more senior American officers, to let Vietnamese counterparts make decisions 
regarding the application of US air power. This reluctance to "let go of the 
war" manifested itself in those officers who continued to think of the divisions 
or provinces being "their" own or "yours". The total effect was to retard 
Vietnam! station. 

-There was a reluctance on the part of higher Us HQ to rely on RVNAF data 
and reporting systems, even beyond the point that the US capability at the 
lowest ecneloas had become nil. 

-Some US tactical advisors did not have a sense of mission unless they had 
been advisors previously; they did not know what their relationship to the 
counterpart unit/commanders should be. Inability to identify with the advised 
unit and willingness to share its dangers and successes, and to depend on it 
for personal security was particularly evident among those who had been in 
coabat in the RVK with US units and who had net been advisors previously. 

-Kany advisors, particularly the »Cü's, did not and often refused to relate 
to ARVh personnel. Kany similarly insisted on maintaining a "US atmosphere*' 
around them thus unnecessarily prolonging excessive US logistical support 
requirements. 
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-Small advisory teams should be composed of all officers to maximize the 
advisory effort and to insure that US personnel are accorded an adequate 
standard of living. ARVK officers normally do not accept advice from tiCO no 
matter how skilled or senior; therefore, when requirements dictate structuring 
every space to be an advisor space, care should be taken that all be filled 
with experienced selected officers. This too insures that team members will 
have adequate quarters, mess and support, «/bile a US officer can be expected 
to live on the same basis as an üfiVä officer of equivalent rank, a US jsiCO can- 
not be expected to. 

-ARVK (interpreter) KCO augmentation to the advisory teams is essential to 
team operation and presents an unusual opportunity for the US to make a 
lasting impression on a relatively large number of relatively sophisticated, 
well educated Vietnamese. To exploit their many capabilities, ARVft augmenta- 
tion personnel were integrated into the team and assumed actual operational 
duties, such as operations ftCQ, supply NGO, administrative ECO, etc.. After 
training, these ARVS SCO's dealt with both ARVU divisional personnel as well 
as with higher US HQ, US air assets, etc.. As the US element of the team 
dwindled, more operational functions were assumed by ARVS MCO augmentees. For 
these efforts, they were rewarded appropriately with ARCQM's for service and 
certificates of achievement. In addition, as they were tasked to a greater 
extent, they willingly produced even more. This nucleus of MCO's has been 
trained to operate with US resources and units. Consideration should be given 
to earmarking these men for contingency use should US support again be required. 
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SUBJECT: Senior Officer Debriefing Report 
Colonel THLÜDOIiä C. WILLIAMS, JR. 
Senior Advisor, 9th Division (äRVü), RCSCS FüR-74 

3. (ü) Ten years ago ARVI* units kept pretty much to the province towns, going 
out on operations limited both in duration and size. Today, ARVN maneuver 
battalions are constantly in the field, constantly moving and operating. ARVK 
training center oriented training ten years ago was in the embryonic stage, 
with much program turbulence. Today, judging by the 9th Division Training 
Center, operations are routine, trainee flow and administration, although well 
over stated capacity, is being handled efficiently and effectively. These are 
only two examples of major improvements demonstrated by RVNAF. It is my 
estimate that the ARVN and the 9th Division are truly self sufficient and can 
be expected, with only minor continuing US advisory effort, to continue to do 
their part in insuring the independence of the RV& and preserve the right of 
the Vietnamese people to choose their own destiny. Vietnamization has 
succeeded in the 9th Infantry Division (ARVH). First part contains assess- 
ments of selected performance indicators. 

4. (u) The US advisory effort, reinforced largely by US air support, has 
successfully completed its mission of assisting RVMF to mold itself into a 
strong, viable force. First part contains indicators of the few areas which, 
if future advisory efforts are to be undertaken by the United States Ansy, 
require consideration for corrective action. 

f£^d£A}s 
THEODORE C. «ILUAMS, JR. 
Colonel, Infantry 
Senior Advisor x. J 
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HJäADyJARTJäRS 
2$TH DIVISION CGhBAT ASSLSTAMW TBAä, ADVTSüRX TjJAil 99 

THIRD R&ÜÜML ASSISXAMOS COMMAND 
APO San Francisco 96309 

MACTH-25/SA 0 5FEB1973 
SJßJJäCT: Senior Officer Debriefing Report» Colonel Harry A. foder Jr. 

(RCS ospoa-7U) U) 

THRds   Commander 
Third Regional Assistance Command 
ATM: G3 

TO»    Assistant Chief of Staff for .force Development 
&T1M s DAI'D-QTT 
Department of the Army 
Washington, D.C. 20310 

Debriefing Report by» Colonel Harry A. J-'oder Jr. 
Duty assignments Senior Advisor to 2>th ARVH Infantry *>L vision 
Inclusive dates: U August 1972 to 2:  January 1973 
Date of Reports 31 January 1/73 

1. (U)   IiiTRODJCHUU* 

To understand, which is not necessarily to agree with, many of the attf*« actions 
or lack thereof, one mast appreiiate the philosophy and experience upon which 
they are uased.   I believe that^'-aa/ of the problems we see in A»lVi\i have their 
cause, if not their solutions as well, ouried in past political and socio- 
economic struggles. 

2. (C)   uPÄiTlUrtAL £*,a«U»*j«T 

a.   Area of Operations.   Daring the period covered 'oy this report thg 
division found itself in three different types of operational areass 

(1)   First, in ulna Long Province alonis i&fehway 13 south of *n UK 
between XT 77ÜO and south of Chon Thanh (XT 7750).   The terrain was flat with 
tall i^rass (U to 6 fest) on both sides of road developing into thick jangle at 
approximately 1000 to 3500 asters from tae road*   There mm several aroall 
villages south of Chon Thanh but ion« to the north, east, or ."eat within the 
area of operations. 
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(2) Second, in central Binh Duong Province north of Highway 313, the 
terrain was flat and dominated by rice paddies and SOD» rubber wi th irregu- 
larly spaced draws and depressions leading into swampy areas thick with 
underbrush. A relatively populated area, it had numerous biultup areas» 

(3) Third, southwest Binh Duong Province, Hau Hghia Province, and lay 
Kinh Province« 

(a) Southwest Binh Duong is characterized by heavy undergrowth 
to light jungle along the Saigon River, The area is commonly known as the 
Hobo ,/oods an-. Bo Loi Woods. Most of the population in these areas is VC 
controlled and it is a vital link in the infiltration routes from Cambodia 
throu^i Tay Hinh into Binh Duong and south. The area was heavily booby trapped 
and mined and sanctuary areas had good defensive works. The river in this area 
is part of the main resupply route. The RVN Navy patrols the southern portion 
of the river just above Phu Cuong but this ie largely ineffective. 

(b) Hau «ghia Province is characterized by populated areas ana 
rice paddies in the east separated from swamp in the west by the Van Co Dong 
river and some wooded areas along the river in the central port"on of the 
prov nee. 

(c) Horthern Tay Hinh Province is completely VC controlled 
and known as War Zone "C". It is composed of heavy jungle but with an extensive 
network of roads and trails running both west-east and north-south. South of 
Nui Ba Den, a prominent hill mass, the province is heavily populated with rice 
paddies and extensive rubber complexes. It borders Cambodia and contains 
Route 1. 

b. Bafcure of the Jnemy 

(l) in Bin« Long Province, from June to October 1972» the er.es«y va.n 
applying economy of toixs@ measures occupying th© entire corps resources with 
two under strength divisions. By cutting the road between Chon Thanh and An 
Loo as well as between Chon Thanh and I*i Kh» he enticed AKVH forces into a 
road opening ope nation which became costly to 4BVB because of well prepared 
defenses along *;»e road particularly at the points where the road was cut (the 
Tau-C River at XT 7672, and South of Chon Thanh at XT 7048), The enemy used 
these cuts to move troops and supplies east in preparation for the October 
offensive in Binh Duong Province. He defended the road and its blocks with a 
determined effort, ifhen over run, the eneaf cut the road at another point where 
AFVB forest were applying economy of fores measures in order to develop suffi- 
cient combat strength to clear strong points elsewhere. "Äs enemy's tactics 
here forced extensive aerial resupply and tied up a major portion of the corps 
armor and air assets* 
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(2) When the threat to Saigon became clear in early October, the 
road clearing operation **as abandoned in favor of a strong point defense around 
An Loc, Chon Thanh, and Lai Khe/Ben Cat with minimal troops so as to release 
maximum combat power to defend population centers and particularly Saigon 
itself. In his initial assault, the enemy was successful in driving RP/PP 
forces from many villages particularly in Binh Duong Province. The 25th 
Pivision spent this period essentially in house to house fighting in thickly 
wooded villages where many houses contain*» i well constructed bunkers that 
could be destroyed only by air, The enemy paid seveaäHy for this offensive 
but numerous villages and hamlets were destroyed in the process. When be 
failed to hold the population centers involved and the cease fire did not 
materialize, he withdrew north and west to rest and refit. 

(3) Prom mid November until the cease fire, the enen§r attempted to 
avoid contact with ABW forces, resupply, and reposition himself for a cease 
fire or continued operations when he became strong enough to do so. Attack 
by fire was the order of the day» This tactic provided lucrative targets lor 
tacxlcal air and Br52 strikes, both of which were used effectively. On the 
ground, ARVH conducted traditional search and destroy operations with some 
success but few major victories were achieved. 

3. (C) COMMAND REUTIOHJHIPSJ This remains one of more significant problems 
confronting the RVHAF. Combat effectiveness is degraded significantly because 
of the failure of regular forcos and RF/PF forces to function as a team. Where 
the province chief and division ooomander were close, they apprcached a measure 
of unity of command. This was the exception. More often, operations of the 
iwo forces were uncoordinated. The unity of command problems will be discussed 
further under "Techniques of anployment". 

4. (C)    EXPSUlaKB; IS COMHUDt 

a.   Concept of Operations   Corps headquarter« was overly dominant in this 
area usually outlining in detail for the division hew everything should be 
accomplished.   Boundaries were established arbitrarily according 10 grid lines 
often without regard for critical t«rmln features or provincial boundaries. 
During the period covered by this report, a defensive attitude on the part of 
the AfOT precluded the oonduet of effective offensive operations wbioh were 
called for to exploit friendly successes. 

b»   Ceemand and Controlt   There still remains to a significant degree an 
inability of division anl regimental coaeander* to assure that their orders are 
being followed, particularly a« regari« subordinate units actually going where 
they a-e supposed to go, doing what they are supposed to do once they get there, 
and then accurately reporting their activities in a timely manner»   There are 
inetanoee where subordinate commander* actually refuse or ignore order* if they 
disagree with tha concept or feel «he risk Is too great«   This is particularly 
true where a subordinate unit it not organic to the controlling headquarters» 
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c. Techniques of Employment: Cross attachment it often carried to such 
an extrenm that units lose identity, Brigade headquarter» are left without 
maneuver elements, and created task force headquarters have excessive span of 
control and inadequate experienced leadership to command the force effectively. 
At one point one of the division's regiments was attache«! to a province, another 
to a corps task force, and portions of the third to a task force under control 
of another division. Companies are passed back and forth between battalions 
disrupting unit integrity and inviting command and control problems which often 
result in ineffective operations. 

d. Combat Operations: 

(1) Planning is very professional due to the experience level of senior 
staff officers and commanders with respect to both the enemy and the terain, 

(2) Maaeuver is practically non-existant as we know it in connection 
with tiie combined arms team. Armor ie consistently used in a defensive 
posture. When employed offensively, it fails to utilize itB fire power and 
shock action depending excessively, as the infantry does, on air strikes and ar- 
tillery in an effort to keep oatualtiee asd equipment damage to a minimum. In 
most cases, the .aggressive us of armor with an effectively coordinated fire 
and maneuver plan would have produced greater successes with fewer casualties 
and equipment losses. Fart of the problem lies in the armor's being under the 
Armor Command even when it is attached to the Division. The attached armor 
unit looks to the armor command headquarters for guidance and orders. At the 
same tine the division ia reluctant to push too hard since should the losses 
be great, the repurcussions from corps and JGJ would be great» This inhibits 
the employment of armor in its raos-. effective role« 

(5) Fire supports Eraploymml of artillery was excellent. 

(4) Combat service Support was excellent, 

e. Intelligence: The collection, reporting and prooessing of information 
into uaeable intelligence, its dissemination to subordinate units in the division 
in a timely manner, and their use of it has been excellent« Intelligence re- 
ceived from higher headquarters 'AS become less timely since departure of US 
Intelligence unite and therefor« often is stale* 

f» Training: 

(1)   The division training center concept htw merit since the trainee 
joins his division immediately, can generally plan to fight close to his horse 
province, and gats first hand knowledge of the divisions area of operations and 
the nature of the enemy in it.   However, a centralised system such as utilised 
by «he US could be expected to raise standards and be more economical both in 
terms of manpower and facilities*   Caution would have to be exercised to assure 
that graduating trainees wer« assigned to their home areas if the W% rate is 
not to inoj 
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(2) Biere is a need for N(JO and junior officer training. Programs 
are being conduced to meet this need. 

g. Personnel Management: 

(1) unit strengths are down somewhat from six months ago due to the 
continuous combat experienced by the division during the enemy's recent offen- 
sives. Deserter figures have played a large role here also. Recruitment by 
the division and subsequent graduations from the training center have not kept 
pace with casualties/desertions. However, foxhole strength in relation to 
support personnel has remained high. 

(2) ^rale,, health, and welfare is surprisingly high considering 
continuous operations in the field for over a year. 

(5) Discipline, law, and oider is excellent. There were son» allega- 
tions of looting dttring the Binh Duong operations but sufficient evidence was 
never produced to indicate clearly that it was regular forces as opposed to 
1'f/PF or VC/SVA forces or civilians themselves. Prompt action was initiated by 
the division hopefully to preclude recurrance if in fact divisional forces were 
involved. 

h. Logistical Personnel in this field are efficient and experienced. The 
cause of major shortages can b* traced to higher in the system or a non-avail- 
ability country-wide. 

i. Base operations/defense is effectively conducted. Minimal combat 
troops are U8#>d for these purposes. 

j. Communications are outstanding in all respects* 

k. Psychological operation« are well planned and continuous. 

5. (C) CmCWSKMi   a« wax and being an »AEVf it a way of life for toe 
people here. It is all that they have experience* and all that many feel they 
can look forward to realistically. Hie philosophy shai*d more commonly in the 
lower grades and enlisted rank»-is~try to live long enough to be retired (since 
everyone is in for a "duration* which has no visible tad tc the»)« However it 
is thus« people at squad, platoon and company level that, largely dstesaine the 
sfljeU^easss of a force, particularly in Isolated «seas where a command and 
control helicopter Just oan't live, She psesoral impatience for victory which 
motivates Maries» aggressiveness, and a past which generate« confidence, art 
just not pari of the average JOT*e thought process««, even though his senior 
leadership understands th# military soundness of such an 
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SUBJECT*   Senior Officer Debriefing Report (Colonel John C. Evans), 
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THRU:   Commanding General» Third Regional Assistance Command, APO San 
Francisco   96266. 
C0MU3HACV, APO San Francisco   96222 

TO';     Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development 
ATTN;    FOR OT UT 
Department of the Army 
Washington DC   20310 

Debriefing Report by:   Colonel John C. Evans, 297-18-2895, Infantry 

Duty Assignment:   Senior Advisor, 18th Infantry Division, ARVN 

Inclusive Dates:   19 July 1972 to 1 February 1973 

Date of Report:   1 February 1973 

1.    (C-NOFORN) Introduction.   Prior to July 1972 the 18th Infantry Division, 
ARVII, had been assigned the role of General Reserve, and its regiments 
were nom&Uy widely dispersed in the four provinces (Men Hoa, Long Khanh, 
Biuh Tuy and Phucc Tuy) east of the capital city of Saigon.   The Wk 
Spring-Summer Offensive of 1972 caused the traditional reaction role to be 
continued through the months of April, Kay and June.   In early July 1972, 
one week prior to the writer's assignment as Division Senior Advisor, the 
18th Division was inserted by US aviation resources unde; fire into An ioc, 
Blnh long Provüce, to relieve the batterec 5th Infantry Division, AWN, 
which with massive US tactical air and B-52 support had defeated the efforts 
of three HTA cüvislons{the 5th, 7th and 9th), to seise the city.   It w^- 
the first tine the division headquarters and all the regiments were ec 
Edited to a common mission.   The mission, given directly by President Thieu, 
included:    (1)   Defend the provincial capital at all costs to deny the NVA/ 
¥C a recognised «capital*} (2)   Dsny the enemy the propaganda which couM 
be derived fro« the launching of another major attack with accompanying 
world-wide publicity| and Q)   Regain critical terrain which had been lost 
to the enemy In April, H«y and June («critical" in this instance being 
applied to »name» places such as Qua» Lei Airfield rather than to critical 
terrain as we use the tent).   The division remained in the An Loe Area until 
late November» when it was relieved and once again redeployed at widely 
dispersed locations in the defense of the capital city, the approaches 
thereto, and the »ajor alrbasss of Bien Hoa and Tan Son ®mt.   It operated 
in feMs role thresh the Cease Fire which found its battalion© reinforcing 
regional and popular force «nits in repelling the wmm**.nlmäweti)>* efforts 
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The four and one-half months of operations in An Loc» where the division was 
isolated from friendly forces and totally dependent on aerial resupply, 
afforded a unique opportunity to view the division.   In this report I will 
assume the readers are knowledgeable of the ARVN organisation» the Vietnami- 
zation Program, the diminishing US advisory effort, and overall strategic 
situation of the period.   I will generally address the characteristics of 
the South Vietnamese encountered at Division Level and below, the effective- 
ness of the division staff, the division artillery*: and the infantry regiments, 
and will conclude with selected observations applicable at this time of 
Cease Fire. 

2.    (C-NOFORN)   The Characteristics of the South Vietnamese.   This paragraph 
vdll not attempt to address the characteristics of the South Vietnamese as 
a whole but will address those facets which impact on day-to-day military 
operations, working relationships, and the accomplishment of assigned 
missions. 

a. Deference to rank in many instances destroys unit effectiveness, 
as regimental commanders and key staff officers will not defend, and in some 
cases not even submit, recommendations on matters in which they have greater 
knowledge than the commander, simply because Nhe is senior.**   The situation 
carries over into staff relations as well? e.g., a division G4 will not 
admit logistical problems to corps of t \gher level 04's, but will blithely 
Infer no problem exists and then retur« to struggle unsuccessfully with it. 
The same r&nk-is-right philosophy applies in reverse when many senior 
officers assume their staff and/or subordinate commanders are incompetent 
and could not survive unless all of their decisions are made for them. 
In some instances combat operations lose their effectiveness as the division 
commander enters battalion command nets and gives orders which differ from 
those of the regimental commanders. 

b. The lack of a sense of urgency is one trait widen I found extremely 
frustrating.   Time and again there was a hesitancy to exploit success or 
to assist unite in danger of being defeated piecemeal.   Closely related to 
this is a near total lack of concern for contiguous units which are not 
part of the division.   Tl* cavalier attitude that «they got themselves in 
trouble, now they «d better get themselves out of it** applies, rather than 
seising the opportunity to mass eosbat power against an «asmy force that has 
been located. 

e.   Command presence, which Is grained In the US Army Officer Corps* 
has little application with the majority of the South Vietnamese X encountered, 
Many •*• content to sit in a e&wead post «1th maps sad radios rather than 
to make en-scene evaluations, encourage the troops, etc.   This attitude is in 

opinion attributable to their thought that over »say years of wer, 
that tl Vietnam has lost so mm* of its high causer personnel that those surviving 

must save themselves for the long haul.   There is else s eoaeem that the 
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death of a senior officer provides a psywar advantage which the enemy can 
cleverly exploit against the ARVN soldiers. 

d.   Though considerable progress was noted during the assignment there 
is still far too little concern for the welfare of the troops in such basic 
areas as shelteri field sanitation, pay discrepancies, personal problems, 
and dependent housing. 

3. (C-NOFORN)   The Effectiveness of the Division Staff.   The characteris- 
tic discussed above which degrades the efforts'/capabilities of subordinates 
is particularly applicable in the relationship of the division commander 
with the division staff.   The normal staff planning sequence common to our 
Army is totally ignored the majority of the time.   The coamander receives 
an order from higher, gives his order without calling upon the staff for 
estimates, and uses them merely to support the implementation of his order. 
Perhaps the single exception is that the G2 is called upon to provide 
enemy information, but that is all.   After considerable urging by the under- 
signed the staff is being utilized to a greater degree and is :*eceiving 
nore guidance and training on staff coordination.   However, in time of 
crisis the commander reverts to type and centralises control. 

4. (C-NOFORN)   The Division Artillery.   Great progress has been made in the 
employment of artillery.   The single gun at a given location which was 
common during the early days of the war has been replaced by effective mass- 
ing of fires, the use of TOT»a, the inclusion of fire support in planning, 
etc.   A large share of credit in this improvement must be given no artillery 
advisors who taught by example»   Due to the harsh lessons of An Loe the 
division artillery is extremely adept at rapidly developing good fire 
bases with overhead protection for ammunition, and fire direction centers. 
The single major weakness is the lack of a sophisitieated counter« 
artillery or counter-rocket capability»   While counter-battery systems are 
in existence, those in the hands of the Vietnajaese are restricted to defense 
of the capital rather than placed in the hands of the divisions in contact. 
The ARvH artillery battalion commanders tees to be above average in intelli- 
gence and initiative* 

5. (C-NOFGfUj)  The Sffectiveness of the Infant» Regiments.   The infantry 
regimental ooanandera range from good to excellent and have vast experience 
over this protracted war.   Ma^r« though, are on toe verge of exhaustion fro» 
prolonged eoafeat» multiple wounds« etc.   The regimental executive of fleers 
are alaoat a new breeds experienced» yet eathiislestief they at? mil be 
keys in the post-hoetilitiee defensive role,   The regiments are at probably 
their beat present-for-operttlortt posture at this time with each battalion 
fielding over five hundred troops.   The shortigt of good Junior leaders, 
both officers and non-coasisaioned officers di» to combat attrition, 
continues to present a «sjor problem.   Efforts are being aide to rectify 
this actuation through m courses sod Battalion fcsf rssher Training at 
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the Division Training Center. 

6. (C-NOFOHN)   Miscellaneous Observations.    The following observations, 
though not inter-related, are believed worth commenting uponj 

a. The Vietnamese I observed seem to be incapable of effective combe" 
operations above division level to include the attaching of elements of 
one division to reinforce another.    There are several reasons for this de- 
ficiency . 

(1). .-lutual distrust among divisions; i.e., it is believed that ele- 
ments attached to another division will be given the most difficult combat 
Missions, will be denied adequate supporting fires and logistical support, 
and will not receive recognition for accomplishments. 

(2;.   Possibly as a result of the preceding, commanders do not perform 
as effectively when they are detached from their normal chain of command; 
they seem to feel that these periods of attachment must be endured with 
minimum casualties until the order to return to the parent unit is received. 

(3).   The lack of concern for non-divisional units in contact as 
addressed in paragraph 2 above. 

b. Training centers below corps level cannot be adequately staffed 
without aggravating the already serious shortage of combat-experienced 
junior officers and non-commissioned officers.   Consolidation at corps 
or na   jnal level, which would also contribute to standardization of 
training, ii recommended.   Such consolidation would, however, require con- 
sideration of tiv> fact that divisions recruit their own replacements. 
Personnel sent to the higher level training centers eventually must arrive 
at the division for which they were enlisted or the recruiting program 
must be revised. 

c. Command and control procedures are made unnecessarily complex 
with unit redeployments frequently occurring for little purpose.   The re- 
lated principle of unity of command is violated routinely with commanders 
being called upon to defend in multiple directions and with external units 
interspersed within their area of operations. 

7. (C-NOFORN)   The Vietnamese Capability Today.   At this time of Cease Fire, 
it can be unequiviöally stated that the 18th Infantry Division, MWH, is 
capable of sustained combat without US advisors. 

jjtrm*n*  *-* • 

"JOHN C. EVANS 
Colonel, Infantry 
Commanding 
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